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OPINION AS TO THE NECESSITY
OF ADOPTING THAT PROCEDURE
No Attempt Will Be Made, It Is Predicted,

to Frame a Platform for the 1915
Election
BASIS OF REPRESENTATION IS TO BE CHANGED
It is Likely Future National Conventions Will Recognize Four Dele.
e
and One from Each District in Each State Where
the Republican Vote in the Preceding Election Reached a
Certain Ratio to the Total Ballots Cast Direct
Primaries to be Accepted
gates-at-larjj-

mittee has drawn up several tentative
plans for presentation to the national
committee. The plan which has met
with greatest favor in the congressional committee proposes four
from each state and a
number proportionate to the republican vote cast in the election of
1908 In each . congressional district.
The plan "was "discussed r today ith
favor by some of the best known men
on the committee. They pointed out
that since the election of 1908 there
had been a census and a congressional
that many states
had, not the same number of rep- resentatives now that they had ln
that, year, and that in other states
democratic legislatures had made reapportionments.
A new proposal growing out of that
plan was made by several committeemen. It proposes four delegates-at-largfrom each state, one from each
congressional district where the republican vote cast bore a certain
ratio to the total vote. Southern
committeemen object to such a compromise plan.
The view that the committee may
not decide to call a convention is not
shared by 'boomers from several large
cities whose representatives were on
hand early .today, stocked with cash
and prepared to press their claims to
the limit.
Many Cities Bid
are
Among the citie.8 contesting
Cincinnati,
Philadelphia, Indianapolis,
St. Lduis and Denver. The last
named city was on the ground with
St. Lou's was
a promise of $50,000.
said to be ready with $20,000 and
other cities probably will back their
attractions with money if- the situation warrants.
May Not Adopt Platform
Charles B. Warren of Michigan,
chairman of the law committee, conferred at the capitol today with Senators Cummins, Nelson, Root and
All
Hilles.
and announced that Senator
others
at a dinner of
factions are expected to have a clea- Cummins had no dnteritlon (of derer understanding of the situation manding that a national convention
should adopt a general party plat-- ,
when it is over.
Aside from purely legal arguments form.'
"Senator Cummins does not expect
one principal point against calling a
national convention is being made hy to appear before the national com"Committeemen who do not believe mittee to submit further views to it,"
use can be made of the primary ma- said Mr. Warren. "He doeB not urge
chinery proivded in several states for that the convention go- further than
the election of delegates. Many the proposed changes in delegation
etata laws provide that elections for representation and party rules."
To Recognize Direct Primary
delegates to nominating conventions
demand that the
Senator-Borah'shall be held every four years. Those
who favor an early convention con- national committee go on record as
tend that recognition of the principle to dta own view of all the proposed
of the primaries by the national com- changes in party methods drew this
mittee wouldi be a sufficient guaran- statement from Mr. Warren:
tee to the good faith of the party.
"The action of the committee, If it
If the committee decide tomorrow follows the plan I hope it will, will
to call a convention' it is highly prob. be, a complete answer to that. I will
able that there will be some d'.sens-eto- offer a resolution providing that In
of how best to reduce southern the. selection of delegates to the prorepresentation in future conventions. posed convention state primary laws
The republican congressional com- - De recognized.
This, coupled with
e
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the fact that the convention Is called
for purposes of reapportionment, will
show plainliy the attitude of the national .committee as to these mat.
ters."
Former Governor Hadley of Missouri conferred with representatives
of the "conciliation forces" of progressives and republicans.
Tp Restrict Committee's Powers
Recognition of state primary laws
and reduction of the representation
from southern states in the national
convention does not satisfy the demands of the more radical forces,
who intend to demand that the convention shall take away from the
national committee
its power to
make up the "temporary roll" of the
convention and shall give to the republican organization in each state
the right to settle Its own delegate
contests.
That change and the provision that
each presidential campaign should
be run by the newly elected national
committee, Instead of the "hold-over- "
committee, would satisfy practically
all of the democrats of the
n
progressive-republicaforces.
Members of the national committee
still expect an effort to force the
proposed epecial convention to take
up the question of a, new party plats
while the
form,
forces may not participate in the effort, Senator La Follette is expected
to take an outspoken attitude in favor
of such action.
d

'

Hadley-Cummin-

Washington, Deo. 15. Such members of the republican national com
mittee as had arrived here today indicated almost an even division of
sentiment on the questions of party
reorganization, which are to. be taken
up jn conference beginning tomorrow.
The forces opposed tQ an extraordinary "convention were lining up
against" the "proposed" reduction'""'' Iff
southern representations. Some committeemen regarded it as probable
that before actual work of the committee begins there will be three divisions of opinions. In the first will
be found the national committeemen
who favor the calling of a convention Immediately; In the second will
be those who are opposed to any
convention at all, and in the third
will be others who are willing to have
a national convention, but who do
not see any pressing need for it.
The first and third groups are expected to join against the second, and
the odds are said to be In favor of
a convention. According to the predictions of Chairman Hilles the convention probably will thresh out Its
differences in open session and the
advocates of all proposals will have
an opportunity to give their argu
ments in public
, In addition to' the members of the
committee, who expect to speak,
Ormsby McHarg has asked for a
hearing?
Mr. McHarg is understood to have
prepared a brief against the 'right
of the national committe'to call an
extraordinary convention. Chairman
Hilles eald today that' he was not attempting to use the power of his position foriH either contention, and
holds to the. view that it isi a question to be settled by a majority of the
committee.
Informal conferences between committeemen marked the day, but the
real work will begin tonight when
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CONVENTION IS HELD TO DETER-MINUPON A STATEWIDE
STRIKE

Denver DecAgates
from all over Colorao were arriving
in Denver today for the stats labor
convention, which opens tomorrow.
The convention was called by the
executive committee of the Colorado
State Federation of Labor, and Its
purpose is to discuss a proposal to
labor strike in symcall a state-widpathy with the striking United Mine
Workers of America. International
President White and International
Secretary Green of the United Mine
Workers arrived in Denver today
from Indianapolis.
--
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Louis Tikas Released
Trinidad, Dec. 13. Louis Tikas,
alias "Louie the Greek," alleged leader of the Ludlow striking coal miners
In attacks made upon nearby camps,
was released from custody by the
military authorities today, TIka was
a witness before the military commission which recommended that he be
indefinitely detained. Tikas left at
once for the Lullow tent colony.
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Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
agitator, since her arrest on Decem
ber JO,, has adopted the more drastic
method of adding a "no sleep" strike
to her "hunger and thirst strike" in
order to force the prison authorities
to ' release her. She accomplishes
this by walking continually. Her
condition already is serious and her
friends expect her release shortly.
The police, however, plan to keep
both Miss Pankhurst and her mother
in jail until after today's
weekly
meeting of the Women's Social and
Political Union. In the meantime.
the militants continue their violent
tactics. The arson squad last night
burned down an empty mansion near
Bristol. Another party broke every
window in the Richmond police sta-
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Vera Crux, Dec. 15. Firing had
15
Brigadier-Genera- l
Washington, Dec.
Ojinaga, Mexico, Doc. 15. Only
ceased this morning in the vicinity Americans with
Bliss, commanding the borspecial passes were
of Tampico, the rebels
having re- permitted to cross into Mexico today der patrol, reported to the war detired, evidently to. avoid the contin- because of the
closing in of the rebel partment today that he had reasoo
uous cannonade of the rederal gunforces and the prospect of an attack to believe that any loss to foreigners
boats. This was the report sent here on General Salvador
Mercado's 4,000 or damage to their property, caused
by wireless by Rear Admiral Fletcher, federal troops
garrisoned here. Whe- by Villa's troops would bo mads
Commander of the American war ves- ther the
advance of the rebels will known. General Bliss addedi that
sels in the Gulf of Mexico. The dis result in an
immediate batt9 or a General Carranza had dispatched ait
tance to which the rebels had with
prolonged siege is impossible to tell. agent, Felix Sommerfleld, to General
drawn was not stated.
Ojinaga, in the opinion of mili- Vlllia with dispatches directing re.
irnjj
.men nere regard it as tary men, is
iuiu,uiry
virtually Impregnable. spectful treatment of foreigners, and
probable that the rebels discontinued The town, where the federals
have if necessary, would visit Villa him-self- .'
firing on the outskirts of Tampico built
strong fortifications, is on top
tion
pending the arrival of artillery from of a
Officials here have turned their atplateau, which rises abruptly, 50
Miss Zelie- Emerson, the American Victoria.
tention to reports of threats on for
feet
from
the
surrounding
ground.
suffragette, was arraigned at the po
The river forms a half circle around eigners in Chihuahua City biy Villa
lice court today, charged with disturb
Rebels' Loss Is Largs
it on the east and north, while on and expected to learn from America.-Cons- ul
Mexico City, Dec. 15. The rebel
ing the peace last evening in the Bow
Lttfher details or what 1 1
district of the Efist end of London. loss in the battle between the fed the south rises a series of hills, all of t!kcji
mi,C(
rb ' ii," i v
p'v'p
which
be
commanded
may,
by artillery
She '"appeared' 'InHe prisoners"" en- eral troops aatf'the- - eonstttutiQu'tUl&ts
closure with one arm in a sling. It for the possession of the seaport of
as mere nas been oiiucuity ia cor.
had been badly wrenched in the scuf- Tampico is estimated at 1,000 men, three points from which an attack municating by
telegraph with Chimight be delivered. Two of these are huahua
fle with the police.
according to a telegram received to- sc difficult to maneuver on
American Consul EdCity,
cavalry
The police testified that Miss Em day at the ministry of the interior
horses that they would be useless, wards at Juarez has sent a messenerson had Bmashed a policeman's hel from, the governor of the state of Ta- get details of
as the rebels will rely mainly on cav- ger by automobile to
events there from ' Consul Letcher.
met with the pole of a banner she maulipas.
the
for
offense.
The
natural
The last shot in the battle was alry
Until a report is received from the
was carrying,
fired
at 10 o'clock Sunday morning, opening for an attack would be along latter no formal comment is expected
The magistrate remanded her for
to
the
river
bank
the
southeast.
here.
a week on bail, after she had prom- when the rebels retired, according to
The importance of the ultimate reVifla's Violence to Stop
ised to keep peace until the conclu- the official report given out at the sult here lies in the fact that should
war office today. Federal cavalry
Deo. 15. Rebel leaders
Juarez,
sion of the case.
then pursued the retreating rebels the federals win they then would be were today Inclined to believe flrnt
The suffragette arson squad today
for some distance, afterward return- in a position to attempt to recapture the acts of General Francisco Villa
set fire to a lumber yard at Devon-por- t
El Paso. If the rebing to Tampico and reporting that Juarez, opposite
complained of
Jcrelgners at Chiand destroyed property
els
General
Mercado's forces huahua would by
win,
the rebels had dispersed, some of
soon
be
somewhat
'
$100,000.
them going toward. Victoria and either would have to surrender or checked.
,
j
others in the direction of Tula and cross into the United States.
Big" Ransom Demanded
Xiootancatl, in the state of Tamauli-pas- .
General Benavides, command'ng'at
May Capture Villa
Juarez, said almost all the foreigner
15.
Chihuahua City is were now out
Juarez, Dec.
The rebels were demoralized' and
of Chihuahua, tmd thTODAY IN CONGRESS.
short of ammunition, the official re- not entirely secure from a federal at rebel army would have to deal hereartack according to late refugee
after chiefly with Mexican citizens.
port said
The war department is of the opin rivals. Reports were current that It was pointed out that Luis Terrazas,
ion that Tampico Is safe from further federal troops tad begun a inarch Jr., who is reported as being hell
Washington, Dec. 15.- -: Senate: Met
from Torreon 'and 'It was the purpose
attack, and with this assurance an
by Villa for a large ransom, is a
at 10 a. m.
to
shut Villa up in Chihuahua by sur- Mexican citizen and
la to be begun by
active
that the efforts
campaign
Senator Burton introduced six
rounding the city. Should the fed- of his father to procure his release-througthe federals in the region about
to
amendments
the currency hill
an appeal o people of th
It was announced today that erals- arrive In sufficient numbers,
when debate was resumed.
an effort to retake Durango, which one of their first acts would be to United States could have no official
Senator Perkins introduced a bill
has been long in the possession of cut off train and telegraph communi- standing with therebels. Terrazas,
for a $3,000,000 navy dry dock in
the rebels, Is to be made at once. cation and thus leave. Villa In the po- whose father is a
!
San Francisco bay.!
lati:
.jm
The recapture of Durango was the sition of the federals before the
said to have been held first tor a
ter evacuated the city two weeks ago.
$250,000 ransom, hut later the amount
expedition, the
object of the
House: Met at noon.
was raised to $500,000.
destruction of which by the rebels
Harrison of Mississippi introduced
MORE COTTON CONSNMED
the fall of Torreon sev
Bandits Are Routed
precipitated
a bill proposing international conferWashington, Dec. 15. Cotton coneral months ago.
Maximo Castillo's bandits operating
ence to abolish, gambling in food and
Telegrams from Torreon today In sumed during November amounted to south of Columbus, N. M., were routagricultural products on exchanges.
dicate that the local authorities de 4S2.594 running bales, compared with ed by the rebels according to a reFrancis of Ohio and others discuss- posed!
by the rebels have been re 475,511 bales in November last year, port. Four bandits were killed ancE
ed highway plans before roads' Com
to
office and the public service the census bureau announced today. a number were taken prisoners.
stored
mittee.
Cotton on hand in manufacturing es
lis being reorganized.
Hearing on seamen's bill continued v
tablishments on Novemoer 30 aggrebefore the merchant marine commitPHONE, COMPANY LOSES
gated
bales, compared with
Fletcher Sends News
tee.
Denver, Dec. 15 The Vnited States
Dec. 13. The latest 1,341,012 bales last year, and in in
Washington,
Contest for the seat of Representadistrict court today dismissed for
messages from Admiral Fletcher were dependent warehouses 3,2S,807 bales
tive Dyer of Missouri, republican, and summarized In the
lack of jurisdiction- the suit brought
following state- compared with 3,371,71a bales last
the Mountain States Telephone
by
charges made against Representative ment made
deyear.
public by the navy
and Telegraph company to rrevoot
Whaley, South Carolina, considered partment:' " '
Imports during November were
' '
by elections committee.
"A dispatch from Admiral Fletcher
equivalent 500 pound bales, com- the enforcement of the
Literacy test bill up again before on board the Tacoma, dated 3 p. m. pared with 9,452 bales last year. Ex- Brown ordinance, reducing telephone
rates in Denver. The action was
immigration committee.
Saturday, December 13. advises that ports during November were 1,401,124
Stevens of New Hampshire intro- the constitutionalists have shut off running bales compared with 1,734,687 taken on the motion of the city. Th
duced bill to give Interstate commerce
corporations had sought an injuncbales in 1912.
the water supply of the "city.
Notion, Jn the meantime retaining its
commission full control of all quesM.
active
H.
m.
Cotton
he
during
advised
"At 10 p.
that
spindles
tions of safety on railroad and confer- 9 Herniione was in the river carry- vember numbered 30,947,731, compar- old rates. There are pending sevens
ring drastic powers.
ed with 30,072,579 in November last suits In local courts looking to Oia
ing the flag of Rear Admiral
enforcement of th
Bill to Increase pay of rural mall
.rdir,aace, anl
Writing at noon Sunday, De- year.
it is expected that one or ail of thess.
"carriers after July L 1914, to a maxi cember 14, Admiral Fletcher advises
now will he brought, to trial
mum of $1,350 a year for standard that conditions have not
changed, and
CROP CONDITION GOOD
routes, introduced by Representative that the w'airi liner Morro Castle has
Washington, Dec. 15. The governCullom of Indiana.
arrived. There is a north wind Wow- ment's final estimates ot crop con' PRESTON GETS
JC3
Bills for improving New York har- ing and unless the weather moderates
ditions, Issued today, show: Corn,
Dec.
15. ru
Washington,
bor and vicinity introduced by Repre- it will not he possible to transfer ref
bushels; winter wheat, Wilson today uomhiat.-.t 1 sentatives Bruckner and Taylor to ugees to tne Bteame.rs. lie advises 523,561,000 bushels; spring wheat, Preston for rnUod
states
t
carry out Governor Glynn's recom239,819.000 bushels; all wheat,
for the northern dfelrict f
.
mendations.
bushels.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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HITCHCOCK PLAN IS
TABLED

BY SENATE

THE
UPPER HOUSE VOTES ON
PARTISAN
LINES ON THE
CURRENCY BILL

Washington, Dec. 13. By a vote of
to 35 :the senate today defeated
the first attempt to alter the administration currency bill as framed by
the democratic , caucus. The vote
sent to the table the first amendment
proposed by Senator Hitchcock of
Nebraska, which would have fixed the
number of regional banks in the new
system at four and would have made
the regional banks publicly owned institutions.
40

RUSSELL

WINS CASE

Washington, Dec. 15 Litigation in
the supreme court over the title to
certain tide lands In Seattle, Washington, ended today 1 nfavor of E. V.
Itussell and associates. The court
dismissed an appeal from the Washington state courts for lack of
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EXCEPT
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Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few restricted lines over which we have

Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few restricted lines over which we have
no control

no control

9

TOYS AND DOLLS

XMAS NOVELTIES
We

are showing an unusually large variety of useful and practical articles

pecially designed

es-

Li

'

In our Toy Department you will find all the new and practical things of the
season, as well as an exceptional variety of the standard toys. Dolls of every kind

"

for gifts to men women and children, and our regular lines

presents an unlimited stock from which to choose your gifts.

and size are here in an endless profussion.

You'll find articles of

Santa Glaus has established headquarters at our store.
see the many wonderful things.

merit in every quality.

Store Open Evenings

Store

Sforc
Loadina
Las Veaas
cJ
ZJ

Nothing Exchanged
or Sent on Approval

Sale For Cash

'JO

Only Established
it-

tended to in accordance with the re
quirements rof our laws?"
The governor is evidently earnestly
seeking information. We will thereESTABLISHED 1879.
fore answer his question at once.
have. "VVe may assure the exThey
Published by
ecutive most emphatically and possi-tivelTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
that they have, says the Albu
(Incorporated.)
querque Herald.
It is much to he regretted that the
M, M. PADGETT
Editor.
governor did not ask this question
many months ago. We could have
enlightened him then just as well as
now. It might have had a most
Entered at the postofflce at East wholesome influence on the course
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- of events since that time. For inmission through the United States stance, take the county salary quesmails as second class matter.
tion. If it had been made public a
year or so ago that the taxpayers
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
have a right to expect that their
business will he carefully and corDally, by Carrier
Per Copy
.05 rectly attended to, it is possible the
One Week
.15 taxpayers might have secured a little
One Month
.65 more
from the governor
One Tear
7.50 in
getting salaries for county officials
Dally, by Mail
in order to assure this careful and
One year (In advance)
$ 6.00 correct
attending to of business. You
Six Months (in advance)
3.00 can
hardly blame a county or a
One Year (in arrears)
7.50 state
official for not being quite as
Six Months (in arrears).- 3.75 careful and correct as he might he
when he isn't sure when or how much
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
he is going to be paid for his work.
GROWER
Take another phase of the matter.
One Year
$2.00
a man carefully and correctly
When
Blx Months
1.00
offers to pay his taxes, and is told
that he cannot because the tax rolls
(Cash In Advance for Mall
are not ready, and Is carefully and
Subscriptions)
Remit by cnecK, draft or money correctly informed that the penalty
order. If sent otherwise we will not will be suspended until the assessor
is ready, and when he then is told
be responsible for loss.
on
Specimen copies free
ippllcation. by the governor's trusted traveling
auditor that he will have to pay the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT penalty anyhow, he has a right to
EXPIRATION OF TIME
wonder whether or not his business
PAID FOR
s Being carefully and correctly attended to and who Is doing it.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
The taxpayer certainly has a right
(largest daily and weekly circulation to expect his business will he attendof any newspaper In northern New ed to by the officials who are entrustMexico.
ed with attending to that business.
When he finds, however, that the taxTELEPHONES
ation situation la In a hopeless mudMain 2 dle, that the executive ."isn't worryBusiness Office
Main 0 ing" about it, that the state hasn't
News Department
funds on hand to pay its running sal
MONDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1913.. aries, that the state is not advertising
its resources abroad, that population
THEY HAVE
is not increasing and that the various
branches of the State government are
"The Question Is," asked Governor pulling In forty different ways, the
McDonald last night, as quoted In an taxpayer Is likely to come to the coninterview, "have the taxpayers a clusion that what he has a right to
right to expect that their business expect doesn't cut much figure in the
will be carefully and correctly at premises.
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Nothing Exchanged
or Sent on Approval

South SidePlaga Sale For Cash Only

1862
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AIMLESS

Bring the children to
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With all the uneconomic character
of the Christmas rush in trade, one
thing is sure, that the enormous business done at holiday time could never
be transacted were not the public becoming accustomed to direct its
shopping through the advertising.
In the old days a Christmas shopper started out on her errands with
vague ideas of what she wanted and
proposed to get. She loitered up
and down the store windows, and failing to see what she needed, she drifted in and out of various places, pawing over goods until she at last found
something that would do.
All this took the time of clerks,
obstructed the passage of the coun
ters of those who had more definite
ideas. The stores were filled with a
lot of undecided people, who took
time to make, up their minds.
The common procedure in conduct-ln- g
a shopping foray today starts out
with newspaper reading. For many
weeks previous to Christmas the
newspapers are filled with attractive
advertising describing in much detail the holiday offerings. Many mer
chants do a public service by printing
lists of suggestions qf gifts for men,
for women, for girls, and for boys,
giving also range cf prices, here and
there bits of useful description.
Thus the rough preliminary work
of decid'ing on gifts Is largely done
at home. .After people have mulled
over these notices for a few days
they have a more positive Idea of
what they want, and they know pretty near where they can get it. They
pursue their- purpose with some defi- niteness of aim and do not waste a
lot of time in indecision over the general nature of the gifts.
The people who have plenty of
money to spend are apt to he persons of forethought who like to plan
purchases in advance by studying the
newspapers. People of small means
find the advertising contains many
tips helping them to make substantial savings.
GEORGETOWN,
TEXAS. J. A.
Kimbro. says: "Fo- - several years past
Foley's Honev and Tar Compound has
been my household
remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief in a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds " Contains tio opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. O. Scb&efer, Red Crosi
Drug Store. Adv.

ROCK

10

ISLAND

IS

inches with a pressure of 185 pounds.
The length of the firebox is 107
inches with a width of 84 inches.
The driving wheel diameter is 69
6

inches.

HAVE BIG

The length of the engine and tender,' 70 feet, 2V inches.
The weight of the engine is 333,000
pounds and tender, 157,000
pounds,
making a total of engino and tender,
490,500 pounds.
It is an
MONSTER SPEEDERS WILL
BE
locomotive burnUSED ON THE KANSAS DIVIing soft coal with a water capacity of
8,500 gallons and with room for 35
SIONS OF THE ROAD
tons of coal.
This purchase made by tho Rock
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 15. The largest
passenger locomotives in this coun- Island lines has caused a sensation in
try will be placed in the service of western railway circles. It is believthe Rock Island lines in Kansas sfYn, ed that the road is preparing for a
according to an announcement issued great increase in enlarged traffic in
from the office of A, E. Sweet, gen- 'he future. Only a short time ago
eral manager of the second district a new class of freight engines, said
in Topeka. These engines, known as to be the largest in use in the west

ENGINES

the 999 class, are 71 feet in length with the exception of the Mallets,
and have a maximum tractive power were placed in service by the road,
In every department the Rock Island
of 50,000 poupds.
These monster locomotives, Just is adding strength to its motive powbuilt by the American Locomotive er.
If the new policy of the Rock Is
company In Schenectady, N. Y., will
be delivered to the road soon at Chi land under the Phelps-Dodgcontrol
cago. One of these engines will be brings money into an Improvement
sent directly to Kansas where it will program it is anticipated that a wave
be tried out on, the long heavy pulls of prosperity will be the result. It
in the northwestern divisions of the is known .that today, owing to single
track and lack of power, the Rockstate.
It is anticipated that the success of Island is unable to handle the traffic
the locomotives will be a great aid to east of the Missouri river. Here is
the motive power ol the road in the a wonderful field, developed and fer
west. With the capability of develop- tile, open to the Rock Island's course.
ing any speed desired by the makers With additional power and chances
of the time card, the Rock Island for second track, the Rock Island will
promises to do away with delay caus be a new factor in transcontinental
ed by the lack of power.
operation.
President Mudge of the Rock Island
in a recent interview in Topeka stat
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
ed that the motive power of the road
These coughs are wearing and If
file
next they "hang on," can run one down
would be greatly Improved in
yean that is, if there was plenty of physiccally and lower the vital resistance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
money for improvements under the 319 Pine
St, Green Bay, Wise, writes;
'Phelps-Dodgadministration.
new
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
Chairman Schumacher also volunteer- cough that kept me awake nights.
ed the information that the Rock Is- Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
Compound completely cured
land could use additional power. If and Tar
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
999
cIp
the new locomotives of the
Store. Adv.
live up to expectations there is no
doubt of the future policy of the Rock
Fits His Case Exactly
"When father was sick about six
Island management in the purchase of
rears ago he read an advertisement
passenger power.
and he has not been sick since. My
A few of the dimensions of the new
pers that fit his case exactly," writes
engines will reveal the size: ,
Miss Margaret Campbell of Ft Smith,
in28
Ark. "Ho purchased a box of them
Cylinders have a diameter of
ches with a stroke of the same dis- of Chamberlain's Tablets In the
had stomach trouble and was
tance.
also benefited by them." For sale by
Is
79
The diameter of the boiler
ill dealers. Adv.
e

-

e

pa-sist-

6

one handy. The governor's address
which followed was also interrupted
by the moving of chairs, conversation
and requests for the basketball
games.
The adjutant general following the
inspection expressed iiimself as displeased with the attitude of the basketball audience. He even went so
far as to 'intimate that intentional disrespect had been displayed toward the
ALBUQUERQUE PEOPLE FAIL TO governor. In this, however, he was
SHOW RESPECT FOR STATE'S
hardly correct, since' the crowd had
CHIEF OFFICER
gathered, not anticipating the pleas-ur- e
of an address by the executive or
There are diametrically opposite the adjutant general, but to see a
opinion as to whether the basket- basketball game. The confusion was
ball games in the armory last night generally regretted by the manageinterfered with the inspection of Com- ment of the basketball match and
pany G, New Mexico National Guard,
company alike,
which has been heralded for a week
or more past; or whether the said in
To Cure a Cold In One
Day
spection interfered with the basket- Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE-Tabletsball games, which also had been wide
Druggists refund money if
ly advertised during an aqual period it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigot time, says the Albuquerque Uevaid nature is on each box. 25c.
(
of Saturday evening.
It is quite certain, howeter, that
'
MURDER TRIAL IN TAMPA
the two Interests clashed and that the
Tampa, Fla., Dec. 35. A dispute
crowd which packed the armory jral- - over a razorback hog that was prob-ablleries were all for the basketball end
worth less than one dollar led
of the argument; even vo , point to the arraignment of C. M.
Williams,
which approached rudeness to the ad- living near Plant
City, in the circuit
jutant general of the New Mexico court here today to stand trial on an
standing army; not to say to his ex- indictment charging him with first
cellency the governor of the state.
degree murder, Williams alleged vicThe inspection of Company G had tim was B. B. Beaty, one of his near
been advertised for jS o'clock and it neighbors. The two men
quarreled
was expected that it could be held over the merits of the
hog and had
and all the formalities concluded been brought Into court cn a trivial
within half an hour. ' But the. gov- charge. The cases against them
ernor and the adjutant general were were dismissed, but bad blond etui
detained! at the hotel and did not existed between the two
and the first
rean uie armory until 8:45, and by time they met there was a duel with
that time the basketball fans had revolvers. Beaty was shot dead
and
become
impatient They had paid Williams was shot in the thigh and
their half a dollar to see tho basket seriously wounded. Williams mainball and not military inspection and tains that he killed
Bea'y in
they (indicated this fact in a was
shooting only after Beaty had
which was emphatic even though it knocked him down and
clubbed him
was not very courteous to the heads over the head with
the butt end of
of the militia and the men who are his revolver.
willing W fight for their country on

CROWDS JEST AT

EXPENSE

OF

GOVERNO

.

y

'

demand.
ADDlause ereeted the aoDearance of
uovernor McDonald and tne adjutant
general and tho inspection of Com
pany G and the hospital corps under
Br. H. B. Kauffman proceeded; but
when the adjutant general undertook

Gas In the
which has fermented. Get rid of this
Daniy digested food as
as possible if VOU WOllM gvnlilouickly
o Vlll,,- tack: HERBINE is tha
need. It cleanses and itronhgni
stomach, liver
stores energy and cheerfulness, Price

to make a speech there was consid.
J
Mft v,
erable restlessness In the galleries:
so much in fact that It Is doubtful if
Iodine is a crude alkaline matter.
the officer could have made himself produced by the combustion of sea
heard with a megaphone had he had weed.
XVI
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SKATING

This is the busy season for the
natives residing at the Hot Springs
and many lately have moved to that
place for the winter to assist in the
ice cutting. The Agua Pura company
hires a large number of men for this
work each year and possibly will use
a larger number this season than ever
before.

IN THE

CANYON BEGAN
YESTERDAY

GOOD GAMES ARE KINDLY

SPLAYED BYBTHE,

S

,

WEEKLY SPORT CALENDAR

10YS30

Monday
EVIL EYES BEAT THE CLODS AND
PEOPLE OF LAS VEGAS
Annual winter meeting of the
SPENT THE DAY OF REST
HARMLESS ONES LOSE TO
Southern baseball league, at Atlanta,
GLIDING ON THE ICE
RANGERS
Ga.

Yesterday proved to be a most enjoyable day for Las Vegas devotees
of skating. In the GalHnas canyon
on the, Agua Pur a dams over 50
young people enjoyed the sport The
trip from Las Vegas was made in
automobiles and other conveyances
and although the roads were heavy
as a result of the recent snow no
eerious trouble was experienced.
The skaters left Las Vegas between the hours of 8 and 10 o'clock
and the larger part remained in the
canyon for dinner, big fires being
built by the men, while the young
ladies prepared a tasty meal. Out
of the entire number of skaters pres-- '
ent not one person experienced a
single accident The, only exception
to this rule, of course, was the occasional falling of some student at
the art and as a rule, the tee suffered
on this occasion more than the student.
Yesterday practically marks the
opening of the season for this sport
In' Las Vegas and doubtless for the
next two months Las Vegans will
make trips to the canyon for skating.
The Ice at the canyon Is reported
as being about ten Inches thick. The
Agua Pura company will start cutting Ice at once and will continue for
the rest of the winter. It expects
one of the most successful crops ever
taken .and doubtless will make a
number of cuttings from each dam.

Annual trials of National Trial club
begin at Letchatchie, Ala.
"Knockout" Brown vs. Young
10 rounds at Brooklvn. i
"One Round" Davis vs. Tom McMa-hon- ,
10 rounds at Erie, Pa.
Milke "Twin" Sullivan vs.
Paddy
Lavln, 10 rounds at Dover, N. H.
Joe Phillips vs. Young Fulton, 6
rounds at Philadelphia.
Tuesday
Meeting of joint rules committee
of National and American
Trotting
associations at Chicago.
Joe Azevedo vs. Owen Moran, 10
rounds at Oakland, Cal.
"Spike" Kelly vs. Billy Walters, 15
rounds at St. Joseph, Mo.
Thursday
Sailor Petrowsky vs. Leo Benz, 10
rounds at Butte, Mont.
Matty Baldwin vs. Johnny Griffiths, 10 rounds at Akron, O.
Noah Brusso vs. Patsy DeLucca, 12
rounds at Lawrence, Mass.
Friday
Steve Ketchel vs. Joe Mandot, 10
rounds at Racine, Wis.
Cal Delaney vs. Matt Brock, 12
rounds at Akron, O.
Saturday
Sam Langford vs. Joe Jeannetie,
20 rounds at Paris.
George Rodel vs. Jess Willard, 15
rounds at New Haven, Conn.
Jack Britton vs. Walter Mohr, 10
rounds at Brooklyn.

The games In the Movie Boys Basketball league proved to be unusually
interesting Saturday night The Rangers had a close-fouggame with
the Harmless Ones, which resulted
in a victory for the former by the
score of 18 to 15. The Evil Eyes
beat the Clods 18 to 13.
Following Is the standing to date:
Won Lost Pet.
2
1.000
Goldens ...
0
2
0
1.000
Rangers
Clods

.....

0

1

1.000

1
.500
1
Harmless Ones
1
1
.500
Evil Eyes
Hiawandas
....1 1 .500
1
0
.000
Valleymounts
,000
..0 ,2
Sheepherders
.000
2
0
Rattlesnakes . .,
Next Saturday the Valleymounts
and the
play the Harmless Ones
Sheepherders play the Rattlesnakes.

RADICAL RULE FOR 'TROTTERS
Chicago, Dec. 15. The joint rule
committee of the National and Ameri-

can trotting associations, the govern
ing body of harness racing on the
American continent, will hold its annual meeting In this city tomorrow.
Some important changes in rules are
to be taken up and acted upon. The
most important is the new rule proposed by the boad of review of the
National Trotting association to the
effect that only the winner of a race
shall acquire a record in a heat race.

PEOPLE

I

As the result of the canvass made
In the past few weeks for funds for
the support of the Las Vegas hospital,
the following amounts have been

subscribed:.
Charles Ilfeld
$100.00
Gross, Kelly and Company.... 100.00
San Miguel National Bank
100.00
First National Bank
. . 100.00
Mrs. Joshua Raynolds
100.03
Peoples Bank and Trust Co... 50.00
E. Rosenwald & Sons
50.00
30.00
Veeder & Veeder
Graaf & Hayward Company.. 25.00
25.00
Bacharach Brothers
Las Vegas Steam Laundry ... 25.00
25.00
Stern & Nahm
20.00
R. J. Taupert
25.00
Charles. A. Speiss
David Wintemitz
(25.00
25.00
Chris Wiegand
Las Vegas Mercantile Company 25.00
25.00
J. D. Hand
'25.00
Max Nordhaus
20.00
Isaac Appel
15.00
.
J. A. Papen
12.00
F. J. Gehring
10.00
Louis C. Ilfeld
10.00
M. Danziger and Company
10.00
George H. Kinkel
10.00
Margarlto Romero
10.00
J. C. Johrisen and Son
10.00
Duncan and Browne

Peter Roth

10.00
10.00

E. G. Murphey
John IT. York
Charles Greenclay
W. N. Rosenthal
H. G. Doors
K. D. Gpodall
W. J. Lucas
,
Mrs. W. J. Lucas
A Friend
Nisson and Sackman
Mrs. C. L. M. Bally
Dr. F. E. Olney
William H. Springer
Ludwig W. Ilfeld

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00

11.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00

'.

Joseph Hillbrand
W. E. Gortner
II. W. Clark
J. S. Clark
Dr. E. L. Hammond

5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

Charles Rosenthal
J. C. L. Pugh

5.00
6.00

H. R. McKee
P. J. Emenafcer
M. M. Sundt
D. H. Murray

Corbett's Dairy
Erb and Rokrbough

5.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5 00

y

O. L. Gregory
C. V. Hedgcock

5.00

J. D. Frledenstlne
William Whalen

B.00

6.00

M. Biehl
A. H. Whitmore

Potter's Candy Store
William Harper
.
E. B. Wheeler
George H. Hunker
Investment and Agency Corp.
Lopez and Sena

And Some Cannot

A. T. Rogers,
J. Y. Lujaa

Sr

M. Greenberger
Cellers Dry Goods Co
V. K. Jones
John Shank

Drink Coffee Without Dangerous Results

6.00

6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
.

5.00
6.00
2.50

2.50
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.25

But if you intend to win out in life you will need a clearer head and steadier nerves than the
coffee drinker usually has.

Mrs. Witten
Charles Giese

contains caffeine, a subtle, poisonous drug, and its use as a daily routine beverage
causes more or less disturbance of nerves, heart, stomach, liver or some other organ. This may not
show for a time, but the cofee drug, caffeine, (about 2
grains to the cup) is a cumulative poison
,
and, for most persons, a day of reckoning will surely come.

F. L. Phillips
M. L. Cooley
2.00
John A. Quigley
2.00
J. A. Ross
6.00
Saul Rosenthal
1.00
William J. Mills
'. . 20.00
Las Vegas Lumber Company. .
5.00
Odd Fellows Lodge
10.00
W. L Crokett
10.00
D. J. Leahy
10.00
l'o.OO
J. W. Harris
Brothers Donation
of
Simpkins
their motion picture theater for one
evening with films . for benefit performances.
The Agua Pura company donates
this year, as it has for many years
past, all water and ice used at the
hospital, of a value of about $200 each

O.

Coffee

But why wait until Nature drives home her arguments aginst coffee?
coffee days and

try

Try this easy

test-q- uit

-

POSTUM.

After a few days the
drug, coffeine, will be eliminated from the system, and tho
to
return
will
comfort
be
the best evidence that coffee was "getting you."
gradual'
habit-formin- g

old-tim- e

-

Theres to headache

or

iains

It is a pure fooddrink, mao

of any kind in Postum.

choice wheat and a little New Orleans molasses, and is absolutely ftjee from caffeine
'
.
;
,.i
drug.
l,

Postum now comes in two forms.
Regular Postum

'
j

only

of

or any "other

7!7''T?T!T7'7i'J'?lTlirjTli55

must be well boiled to bring out its delicious flavour and food value.

Instant Postum (the new form) is a soluble powder. A spoonful stirred (in a cup of hot water
with sugar and cream added, makes a perfect cup, Instantly.

'
The person who has to bother with coffee aches and pains is badly handicapped, but it's easy
to shift to
'v

17

.

And the

rj rj

change works wonders

r
LJ L'l

7

j

G.

Schaefer

1913.

rmri&ie nun
tiuuumw II ILL

year.
Several other donations have been
promised but as It has been neces-

sary for these prospective subscribers
to this fund to confer with others as
to the amount of their subscription,
such amounts cannot be determined
for a few days, when a supplemental
list of such subscriptions ' will be

GIVEl

IIDOM

SUIT

1

f'l

30-ya-

d

-

d

k

"Gifts

Electrical"

.

'f

-

4

9

Buck-maste-

r.

Unless there is a most unexpected
upset in the Davis cup preliminaries,
the tennis menace of 1914 will come
Gunboat Smith says that after he from Australia.
The
meets Pelky in San Francisco he wiil statement that Norman Brookes, Aneo to London and give Bombardier
thony Wilding, Stanley Doust and A.
Wells a return match.
B. Jones will probably form the team,
announced.

(

DECISION

younger generation of players, while
rumor has it that William Lamed and
Malcolm Whitman, players without
TAX
a peer in their day, will endeavor to
regain their previous prowess 'With
FOREIGNERS ARE COMING HERE the racquet and offer their services
BY
OPINION
SUPREME
COURT
NEXT YEAR TO WJN ATH-- 4
as cup defenders. If such a come
MAY OR MAY
NOT FOREback feat is possible a combination
LETIC HONORS
SHADOW CHAVES OUTCOME
consisting of Lamed, McLoughlin,
New York, Dec. 15. As has been Williams and Whitman would daunt
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 15. An opln
forecast for several months, the com- even the famous Antipodlans, Will
ion which may or may not foreshadow
ing year promises to stand out as a ing and Brookes,
the decision of the 6tate supreme
record breaking period in international sport ' competition, with the
The passing of football as the ma court in the Chaves county tax ase,
United States acting as host for a jor college sport fif the autumn was handed djwn by that court inttej
number of cup hunting contestants. brings hockey into the varsity lime- CftSft nf w fi rVnno tmaton SDpel-Challenges have already been receiv light Hardly had the final thud of lee, versus William W. Cox, treasur- I
collector of Dona
ed for the America's yacht cup and tackle and punt died away before c.r and
the polo cup. The Davis tennis tro- the clash of sticks and ring of steel Ana county. Judge T. L. Medler,,inf
phy will have to be defended, and on artificial ice was heard, and in the lower court had given judgment!
Oxford university has accepted an many cases the gridiron hero of yes- for the plaintiff but the supreme court!
invitation to enter a team at the terday is chasing the puck today. Al reverses this judgment iu an opinion
University of Pennsylvania's
relay though many' of the, leading eastern by Judge M. C. Mechem, concurredj
carnival to be held on April 23. These colleges are unable to secure Ice in by Chief Justice C. J. Roberts and
are but the forerunners of other in practice until Jack Frost comes to Judge Frank W. Parker. The part or'
ternational events yet to be an- their aid, regular training sessions the syllabus which seems eBlallyf
nounced, and It becomes more evi- are under way in gymnasiums and ar Important In view of the pel'iig tail
t
ws:
dent each month that the United rangements are being made for out-- J cases is as
", ,
States sportsman is going to have door training practice as soon as ice
A preliminary injunction will rot ht
an exceedingly busy season defend- forma on campus rinks or nearby granted to rt strain the sale of prop- j
ing his various trophies during 1914. popds. Harvard, Columbia. Princeton erty for taxes unless the taxpayers
Confronting this situation, a resume and Massuchusetts Technical insti- first pays so much of the tax as kei
of the invading and
defending tute all enjoy the advantages of train- admits is just The opinion in elabor-- f
strength of challengers and opponents ing at the articificla, rinks of New atlng this, cites cases upon which the!
Is both logical and timely.
York or Boston. Amherst, Dartmouth, attorney general relics in part in blftf
By all odds the most important Williams, Yale and Cornell have to answer in the tax case from ChaveKf
event of the coming year will be the date confined their work to gymnas- county. The rest of the
syllabus says:!
effort of Sir Thomas Lipton to regain ium puck passing and shooting, but Section 34,
Chapter 84, laws 1913, dil
the America's cup with his Shamrock during the Christmas holidays they rect the; collector to offer for sak
IV. The new challenger, now build' will devote a week to practice and
"each parcel of property upon whicl'
ilng at Gosport, is expected to be the games In the rinks of the large cities
any taxes are delinquent as shown by
last word in English speed yachts, of the east and middle west
the tax rolls." Held to authorize tin'-saland, according to Designer Charles E.
of property for taxes which hac
Nicholson will show a surprising turn
As a result of the interest aroused become
delinquent prior to the yea
of speed and several innovations in by Brickley's five field goals in the
1913.
j
the way of build and rig. W. P. Bur football game between Yale and HarChapter 84. laws 1913. as construed
ton, an English amateur yachtsman vard on November 22, Parke Davis,
of renown, will sail Shamrock IV, and the famous football statistician, has to authorize the sale of property fol
Albert Turner will act s captain. made a careful search for similar taxes delinquent previous to the timif
Great secrecy fis being maintainedi records in past football games. His the act became effective. Held not
to operate retrospectively, in respecj
regarding Llpton's latest yacht, but efforts have brought to light the
I
It Is understood that special thought fact that three times previously this to such taxes.
The complaint contains the follow
is being given to the light breezes and feat has been accomplished and he
rolling swell likely to be encountered gives the following data as the result Ing allegations: That the plaintiff i
the holder of the legal title to certal f
on the American course during the of his researches:
J
autumn days of' September.
B. W. Trafford of Harvard, against mining claims in Dona Ana count
The situation
from a defending Cornell, Nqvember 1, 1890, kicked upon which there are due delinquent
standpoint Is more complicated, since five: goals by dropkicks from the 35, taxes for the years of 1904 to 19li
are assured 35, 30, 30, and
at least three
"ines. W. K. inclusive; that the defendant had pul
as candidates for the task of defeat- Eckersall of Chicago, against Illinois, lished a notice to sell all propert!
ing Shamrock IV. The Vanderbilt November 18, 1895, kicked five goals upon which taxes were delinquent
syndicate yacht building at Herres-hoff- s by dropkicks from the 35, 20, 20, 20 that the plaintiff alleges that the v
yard at Bristol, R. I., will be and
lines. Eckersall on No luation of his property for purpose,
In charge of R. W. Emmons, Jr., with vember 23, 1906, duplicated the feat of taxation was erroneous and grosj
Captain Chris. Christiansen as skip- against Nebraska, scoring from the ly in excess of the real taxable vain
per.
lines. Brick-ley'-s thereof; that the attention of the di
35, 85, 20, 20 and
A. S. Cochran's
acht, to be dekicks were from the 24, 39, 36, trio attorney and defendant had bet
called to said erroneous assessmer
signed by William Gardner and built 30 and
marks, the
by Lawley & Son of Boston, will be goal being from a place-kicand the and request made for correction
Plaintiff prayed writ of injunction t
handled by Captain William Dennis others by dropkicks.
and Captain Harry Hoff. The third
restrain sale of property and bearto
f
The uniforms worn by officers of upon validity of assessments.
yacht, to be financed by New York,
Defendant demurred but demurrtf
Philadelphia and Boston yachtsmen, some of the British regiments cost
(
was overruled.
will be designed by George Owen and $1,000 each.
will be in charge of G. M. Pynchon,
owner of the racing sloop Istalena,
While the yachtsmen are in the
throes of tuning up races, the sixth
contest for the international polo cup
will bo witnessed, probably at Meadi.ii.
ow Brook, L. I., and here again the
United States is gomg to have a lively time defending the cup against the
attack of Lord Ashby St. Ledger's
challenging four. As was the case in
I
1913 unlimited money is at the disposal of the challengers and the
world la being searched for the fastest polo ponies In order that the
The mellow radiance and glowing warmth of a
English team may not be handicapped
by slow or poorly trained mounts.
beautiful electric lamp will reflect the cheery
According to present plans Lord St
Ledger does not intend to leave anyspirit of Yaletide throughout the New Year and
thing to chance. A number of the
best English players and ponies will
for years to come. Like a fine painting, an
go to Madrid, Spain,- early in the
spring for a severe course of trainexquisite electric lamp reveals the taste of the
ing and practice before coming to
donor and becomes a lasting reminder.
the states.
to
announcement
made
According
Vfi
immediately after the polo matches
Besides Electric Lamps, there are counties elecof 1913, the American "Big Four,"
consisting of Captain H. P. Whitney,
Nr4 trical devices that insure added comfort and
Larry Waterbury, Monte Waterbury
and Devereux Milbunij decided to
convenience in any electrically lighted home.
cease cup defending as a team, but it
Is thought that when th? battle cry
sounds again a majority of the four
Here is a brief list of the many home comforts
will be found In the saddle. ' If it
should prove otherwise, however,
for Mother, Dad, Brother, Sister, Friend or your
their ponies are at
disposal of the
American team, which undoubtedly
Sweatheart.
would be selected from among the
L. E. Stoddard,
following players:
Malcolm Stevenson, R. La Montagne,
Electric Iron
Electric Toaster Stove
R. L. Agasslz, T.' Hitchcock, F. S.
Von Stade, J. E. Cowdln,
Foxhall
Electric Chafing Dish
Electric Teapot
Keene.
Opposed to the American
Electric Percolator
combination will be a four chosen
Electric Heating Pad
in all probability from the following
Electric Luminous Radiator
English experts: Captain Hardress
Rit-soLloyd, Captain Grenfell, Captain
Captain Lockett, Captain BarV .5
rett, Captain ralmer, Captain Cheape,
Captain Noel Edwards, W. S.

semi-offici-

"There's a Reason"

gives a line on whai may be expected
in the way of opposition for the
American Davis cup defenders. As
safeguards the United States has Mc-Loutfhlln, Williams, Bundy, Johnson,
Johnston and Straehan.
among the

TROPHIES

AS VFftANS RALLY TO 8UPPORT
OF THE HOSPITAL
WITH
SUBSTANTIAL
SUMS

Obaido Maloof
Dr. F. II. II. Roberts
J. P. Mackel
B. T. Mills

A

15,

DEFEND MANY

DONATIONS

Cutler Brothers

Some Can

DECEMBER

ASSIST VITII

1

YOUNG

MONDAY,

!
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DROPPED

CHARGE
Dec. 15.

Upon motion of District Attorney Manuel U.
Vigil, Judge Raynolds of the district
ourt Saturday dismissed an indictment against Louis Tretter of McKin-le- y
county, charging him with abduc-tioThe Indictment was returned
last May by a McKinley county grand
Jury. Tretter was alleged to have
girl with
eloped with a
the Intention of being married, but
he and his fiance were apprehended
before they had gone far from their
home, Gallup, according to the district; attorney. Judge Raynolds also,
upon1 motion of the district attorney,
!Ismlss.1f an Indictment against
fimiano Gutierrez of Ranchos de
Albuaueraue. He was charged with
unlawfully handling and drawing a
This bill was re- deadly weapon.
turned by a Bernalillo county grand
Jury; last March.
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ties and Toys ever gathered
under one roof in the South- west. Count on Bacharach's for
every help of the Season until all
Christmas stockings are filled.
Don't worry about finding just the
right thing to give. You have only
to come to Bacharach's and look
around. Every department suggests desirable presents. The collection is such as you wi'l find
else. Come to the

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 15. Operations on
the short Bide uncovered weak spots,
and after a period of uncertain move
menU in early trading, the whole

downward. Individual!
stocks were influenced by special
consideration, but the movement generally Indicated growth of bearish
moved

sentiment

Investment shares which were conspicuously heavy last week went
tfown aealn with considerable rapid
Teleity When the break on Americanproporformidable
assumed
phone
tions. New Haven, however, exhibited exceptional strength, Its support
who
oomlng chiefly from the shorts,
found it difficult to borrow the stock.
and
Selling was not especially heavy
losses of popular issues as a rule did
irmot exceed a point Bonds were

no-whe-

rojApnJiAfo
M

A Victrola settles
the Christmas question

HE Largest and Best Selected Store of Holiday Novel"

i ia ftiiffftrinor with liver com
cava Tva Smith of Point
nlnlnf
Blank, Texas, "and decided to try a
Tablets,
2&c box of Chamberlain's
and am happy to say that I am completely cured and can recommend
ttiem to every one." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
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Cured of Liver Complaint
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WHAT

TO

to

HOW MUCH TO PAY!

...is best
answered by a

ffivcr

i
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Victrola.

i

V'JW

is

A

comprehensive
as we know how to make it. Perhaps it will help you with your
choosing. The Store is a jast Holiday Bazaar; so, many things may
have skipped the list. But remember what is here, is t ho roughly
less than in most
good

ic

,vif

well as the ideal

'musical

instru- -

nicnt.

We "have the

a tutu
r4W "Jast
btfort

ior proof

re

Hght here
Come in and see

the Victrola itself.
and hear the different styles- $200. Victors $10 to $ 00.

Gift Store"
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WHERE TO BUY!

"What

.

GIVE!

a

list-compl- ete

anlv

stores.
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Hosts of Pretty Things.

Terms

to suit your convenience, if desired.
,

1-

OFF ALL

-3

regular.

Tendency of the market to become
oversold caused some recovery which
ran to a point in American Telephone.
A renewed slump In American Teleto
phone to 111 was discouraging
the
of
view
bullish expectations, in
omparative steadiness of the afternoon market. "Western Union broke
under the June figure to 58. The ef
fect elsewhere of this weakness was
trivial except in Canadian Pacific,
which was down 4 points.
The market closed weak. Bear
traders redoubled their efforts when
it was seen the recovery in the gen
eral market was not enduring. The
Hnuidation cf telephone and tele-m;shares carried down the list
to the day's lowest figures.
The last sales were as follows:
69
Amalgamated Copper
:
101
Sugar

BIG REDUCTION
ALL OVER

HEAR OUR NEW
CHRISTMAS
RECORDS

SUITS, C0AT5

THE HOUSE

and DRESSES

--

'

Silk Mufflers.- Handkerchiefs

75c to $2.00
5c to 65c

Socks

10c to 65c
75c to $2.00

Night Shirts
Wrapper Blankets
Pair of Slippers.- -,

$4.50 to $6.00
$1.50 to $2.25

Handkerchiefs
5c to 65c
Fob Chains
$2.50 to $5.00
Silk Hose
35c to $2.00
Suit Cases
$2.50 to $15.00
Umbrellas
$l.u0 to $5.00
25c to $1.00
Scarf Pins
Cuff Buttons and Tie pin
Seta
.$1.00 to $2.50
Shoes
to $6.50

92
161

Reading .
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Jlnited States Steel, pfd

to $2.50;
Silippers
25c to $5.00
Lace Collars
50c to $10.00
Shoulder Shawls
Wool Stockings, palr..35c to $1.00
Gloves and Mittens, pr.SSc to $4.00,
Ribbed Underwear, gannent-50c-$- 3
1$1.25

BIG BROTHER

h

Atchison'

MOTHER

GRANDMOTHER

GRANDFATHER

854

LITTLE SISTER
Pretty Dolfs
Fancy Work Boxes
Doll

Set of Furs
Handkerchiefs
Cook Stoves

Pianos

-

Gloves

to $3.00
25c to 75c
$1.50 to $5.00
$2.00 to $3.50
5c to 25c
50c to $2.00
$2.50 to $4.50
25c to $1.25
25o

'

FATHER

Dress Patterns "Wool"
Dress Patterns "Silk"
75c to $8.50
Night Dresses
$2.98 to $7.50
Silk Petticoats
5c to $2.00
Handkerchiefs
-- 25c to $5.00
Neckwear
98o to $10.00
Kimonos
35o to $4.00
Gloves
50c to $3.00
Silk Hose
LITTLE BROTHER
Shoes
'$1.00 to $3.50
10c to 50c
.
Balls
50c to $4.00
Rail Engines
25c to 35c
Pop Guns
50c to $1.25
Tool Chests
50c to 75c
Automobiles
10c to 35c
Stockings
35c to 75c
Caps
Suits
$2.50 to $8.50

to $5.00
$2.50 to $5.00
10c to $2.00
5c to 65c

Hair Brushes
Fob Chains

bOc

Socks

Handkerchiefs
Traveling Cases
Umbrellas
Suspenders
Neck Ties

:

$2.50 to $12.00
$1.00 to $5.00
35c to $1.00
25c to $2.50

Toilet Articles
Pocketbooks
Hair Ornaments
Lace Collars.
Maish Bags
Stockings
Suit Cases

Tops

Horns
Crib Blankets
Coats

,

Infants Caps

.

Wool SJockirigs

25c to
o0c to
50c to
25c to
35c to

$3.00
$8.50
$4.00
$5.00
$4.00
$4.50 to $9.00
25c to $3.00
$2.50 to $15.00

THE DOMESTIC
15c to $3.00
15c to BOc

,

j.

Gloves

THE BABY
Fancy Dolls
Building Blocks

SISTER

BIG

35c to BOc
10c to 35c
$1.25 to $4.00
$2.50 to $5.00
35c to $2.00
25c to 35c

Aprons

.

25c to $1.00

-- Uii

Muffs

.
Shoes
Handkerchiefs

$2.00
$2.00

a

to $20.00
to $5.00

5c to $2.00
35c to $1.50
25c to $5.00

L

Gloves

Neckwear
Silk Waists
Kimonos .

to

$2.98

$11.50

98c to $10.00

149
55
104

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
world
Chicago, Dec. 15. Larger

shipments to the United Kingdom
"than had been expected made the
wheat market today lean to the hear
cent
to
Bide. Prices started
lower and after a slight recatlon fell
again. The close was firm, unchancent higher."'
ged ito
800 carloads of new corn
-- Nearly
were: Inspected for today's market.
The opening1 was unchanged to U.
cent off. A subsequent small
The dose
soon disappeared.
was firm, a shade lower t
fclgher compared with Saturday' night.
Oats had a sagging tendency with
orn, but offerings were only scatter-
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'

Corn, Dec.
my 41.
bats, Dec.
YiPork,: Jsfn.. $20.70; May $ 0
i Wd.- Jan. $10.70; May. $11.
Ribs, Jan. $10,82; May $11.07

41;

75c

8.

3ower. Bulk $7. 357. 65; heavy. $7.60
7.70; packers and butchers $7.45
7.65; lights $7.357.60; pigs $6.50

7.25.
Cattle, receipts 17,000. Market 10
cents lower. Prime fed steers $8.25
59.40; dressed beef steers $78.2
southern
western steers $C7.75;
cows

$i,407;

helf- -

$59; stackers and feeders $5.5
7.40; bulls $4.757; calves $6.50

ft? 11.

Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market
Lambs $7.258; yearlings $5.75
7; wethers $4.505.50; ewes $4.25
WANTED

Optic office.

Clean cotton rags

c

at

flanhattan and Cutter
made

...99c Manhattan Shirts Stetson Hats,
,
Steift Block Suits. Fownes Gloves,
K
7; Keiser Cravats, Florsheitri Shoes,is.k .u Lord & Tailor Sox, Silver Collars,
..$1.89 Boston Garters, juti Umbreilas
2.50 & $3 Outing Pajamas...
44
"
$1 39
,
$1.75 & $2
, Z
Superior Union Suits"
c
"
"
$1.50
$129
Suit Underwear
Staley
'
44
"
"
$1.25
99c

ifi

....

?

C,

r

14 off Boys Outing

Pajamas.

WiL50iJ BROTHERS
Fine Furuisisiitu!

EKTHA SPECIAL M GAPS
MEN'S $1.50 Wool Pull Down Caps
KEN'S $1.00

44

"

COYS' 65c

it

M

'

(t

tt

98c
79c

f

49c

RAfMAP!

101

-

ill

25 (& 55e

-r

7nir Silk Four In Hand
Ties
Special Price

I9c
STEiii niocn suirs
Siufs'of Standard Excellence
Sizes. New Models
Complete Baia
Your Choice at

';,..,

t4 CFF

.ml.

.

(All Wool).
--

"

'

Crossette

99c

i'iJ

.

Two-Piec- e

&

Special Xmas Price

-.

4

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

rs

'JUT

"

Separated Garments.
$1.50 Wool Union Suits
i'
,,.
,
'"'V

$1

ltiiihrfo to OiiQ CJcn

raENS:IA"JAMAS

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 15 Hogs,
receipts 10,000. Market 5 to 10 cents

steers $5.507;

Suits ...
49c'
Shirts and Drawers... ..,.,49.

65c Fleeced Union

ed.

First sales of provisions were 24
to 20 cents down and there was an
additional drop later. The closing
notations were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 89Vi; May 92,

A$rGnt Combination of

BOYS, UNDERWEAR

?

?Vi

mcjmrjjucjY
S1.25. S150 & .75
MEN'S SHIRTS

"

i

112).
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K

(,).-- '
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AT THE

BRIDGE STREET

TOYLAND
HEADQUARTERS
SEASONABLE HINTS
be selected early;
There are so many new, attractive kinds, and they are selling
so rapidly, that the late buyers
will be disappointed.
fC
...
Toys should

p

j.-

)

10c
Jack Straws
10c
Toy Christmas Trees
1 Box Christmas
Candles.. 10c
10 Christmas Post Cards... 10c
1 oo
Toy Meat Grinders
'

15c
15c
15c
1 5c

Toy Drums
Toy Tambourines
Toy Mutt and Jeff banks...
Toy Telephones
Moving Picture Toy Books. 25c
. ,
, . 25c
Toy Scales '. j . . .
.25c
Dressed DollsiL . . . '.
25c
Toy Violins jj. . . jj. . . ..
25c
Metal Ash Trays,!
50c Gilt Edge Playing Cards. 25c
'

......

1

i
s

j
i

ij

Bradley Full Fashioned Muf50c
flers ...
Complete Shaving Sets.....60o
50c
Manicure Sets
75o
Shaving Mirrors
75o
Cigar Sets
75c
Elegant Hand Mirrors
Gem Safety Razors ....,.$1.00
Sots of Sewing Scissors. .$1.25
Whisk Broom
Sets with
'
Holders ...
:....$1.25
$1.25
Toilet, Sets
Musical Postcards, the Greatest Novelty.
From Europea as long asQCn

lhv

S-I0-

&

lost

LUli

25 Gent Store

FAIL

10

CITY

"THE SPEED KING." Comedy-Keyst- one
THE SILENT HERO," Two Reel Feature-Bron- cho

(Continued from Page One)
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sale

OR the next twenty days we will close out our en
tire stock of LADIES' and MISSES' TAILORED
SUITS and LADIES'. MISSES' and CHILDREN'S
COATS consisting chiefly of the celebrated LA VOGUE
'
line, at

'

ACTUAL COST

;

"At 1 a. m. December 15, Admiral
Fletcher advises that conditions have
not changed since he cent his. last
dispatch."
Spaniards Driven Out
The Spanish polony In El Paso, augmented by the 320 refugees expelled
from Chihuahua now .aggregates
morel than 400 and many more are expected from remote ranches and
'
,
mines.
Preparation .already made by the
state department and the Red Cross
for the care of the exiles will keep
them from immediate destitution.
George C. vCarothers, former con'
sular agent at ' Torreon, today notified Secretary Bryan" that he; .would
leave El Paso at ow for Chihuahua,
where he goes as. the special envoy
of j.tl;,'". itate department' 'toW,rit)jst
'
against: '.harsh treatment of Spaniards
there by General Villa!;' Because .of
Carothers' Ion acquaintance with
Villa, it was felt be would have
influence with the rebel
leader.
Latest dispatches from Consul Letcher at ChihUahua have been forwarded from El Paso, to which point
they were sent by courier, Secretary
Bryants telegraphic protest to Villa
last week did not get through be
cause wires were down.

BOO

Men' Suit

300 Youths' and Boy' Suit
200 Children Suit
will go at O.ctualcost; and every other

at our store at greatly reduced prices.

:,

Do not miss this opportunity; it will make the

..

biggest money
shopping you

:;

.

Come

Christmas
saving
will ever experience.

.

u"

earlj while our stock is complete

& GBAUBARTO
E6Wm
Price

The Popular

m

item

Store
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WIP'S

POLICIES

OBJECTS OF SATIRE

Phone Main 101

Spain Relies on America
Secretary Daniels said that had he
Madrid, Dec. 15. The Spanish gov-known the song was to have been
I
is disposed to commit the
ernment
sung he would have asked that it be
omitted and had not that been done safeguarAiry , of interests In Mexico
he would have declined to attend the to the United States government, ac
cording to an announcement made to
dinner.
Thiv'opiuion of the president and day by the Spanish premier, Eduardo
members of his cabinet is that sa Dato. He added that preliminary
tires cannot be objected to when steps had been taken already with
end In view.
coming from persons outside of the that
unto
government, but,) permit
go
noticed the criticisms of officials of
the army and navy is likely to be
TO
misinterpreted abroad as a severe
breach of discipline.
The news of the proposed investigation fell like a bombshell in army
and navy circles. There were many
hundreds of officers present. Rear
Admiral Howard told Mr. Daniels today that they had sung "Damn,
Damn, Damn the Insurrectos" for 13
years and had not met with any ob- FRANCE DETERMINES TO FOLjection. Secretary Daniels pointed out
LOW EXAMPLE OF INDIANthat officers of the army and navy
APOLIS MOTOR FANS
who would be expected to support
the administration's policy could not
A speedway at Paris, similar to
be permitted to ridicule It. Mr. Dan- that at
Indianapolis, is projected by
iels WS inclined to take into con- M. Bablot, one of France's premier
sideration that the function was in- auto racing drivers, It is reported.
d
tended as one of jollity and good
Pablot would place a flat diamond
fun, but was amazed that co- shaped track Inside a banked oval
pies of the songs, with descriptions like that at Brooklands, so as to hold
nf the travesties, were given out in combination road and speedway meets
advance and no effort was made to It is said. To stage both the Grand
Prix de France and a contest similar
keep the affair a private one.
arid to the
e
Secretaries Daniel3, RedfleM
race at Indianapolis
Postmaster General Burleson and Jus- In one event Is said to be his ambitices Van Deventer and McKerina of tion.' Dreams of his project were
the United States supreme court were aroused by vivid accounts of Jules
among the guests. Major General Goux's victory in last year's AmeriWood did not attend.
can sweepstakes, it Is thought..
Meanwhile the United States continues to produce her quota of speedTREATY WITH NETHERLANDS
Washington, Dec. 15. Secretary way enterprises. The last city to
Bryan and Chevalier-VaRappard, come to bat is Tacoma, probably
the Netherlands
minister, today fired by the activity recently maniagreed on the termg of a peace fested at Seattle, her nearest and
lave? been
dearest
rival.
Requests
of
treaty embodying the "principles
the arbitration plan announced early sent to the, Indianapolis spetedway
In the present arbitration. This will te&H&ivlogW! and .bluajprijitsof
be the seventh of the peace treaties its racing plant, xnese, according
policy of helping .the
and the first negotiated with a Eu- to the Hoc-aie'
game along' wherever possible; will
ropean nation.
be Immediately furnished. Further
developments are awaited with inWILSON GETTING BETTER
terest J It Is estimated that about fl
Washington, , Dec. dozen ltie 88, planning motordromes
Wilson was declared ' to be' "doing at tfce present time.
very jiicely" today,- - .TJe, president ' Communications' received 4 one
remainied In his room, but took up
Indianapolis motor speedway from
his work .fafihi first"; time in several Spencer Wishart fif the Mercer racdays, dictating a number of letters ing team, winner of second place In
and reading official papers;
last year's SOOmile "race augur that
.

Washington,' ' Dec. 15. President
Wilson today ordered an investigation by the war and navy departments
of the satires on the administration's
Philippine poliay which featured the
banquet last Thursday of the Order
of Carajboa, an organization of army
and. navy officers who served in the
islands.
President Wilson suggested
to Secretaries Garrison and Daniels
reprimands for those responsible.
Secretaries Daniels and Garrison
conferred today and called for a
statement of explanation from Rear
Admiral t Howard, and Quartermaster
General Aleshire, the hlghest"ranking
officers,1 at the dinner.
Secretary Daniels at the same time
suggested to Admiral Howard that
he decline the presidency of the order, to which he was elected last
Tuesday, and informed him that the
song "Damn, Damn, Damn, the Insurrectos,'; whit
mng ...at the banquet, would jnever be sung again under, the present administration with
officers of the navy present.
The president expressed his indignation to members of his cabinet after he had read published accounts
of the banquet.' He felt particularly
displeased over the travesty over the
administratidn's peace policy and criticisms aimed at Secretary
Bryan
when three six-fomodels of battle
ships, borne by concealed boys, were
carried into the banquet room. In
the muzzle of the guns were stuck
nosegays, and a milk white dove was
perched oh 4ach fighting top. They
were named "U. S. S. Fellowship,"
"tL S.rS7 Friendship " and "U. S. S.
'

.

Another satire was a moving pic
ture,- - film

pf

.a- - jthrij-year.-

:

jrarplt

of

a Filipino colonel, who time and again
has escaped capture, and hardly had
been apprehended when he was made
governor of a province.
The performance, according to advance statements given out by the
Carabao society, was designed to
show the "look of sympathy for re
cent developments and tendencies in
Philippine . government"
President Wilson himself was not
satirized by the dinner, but he made
it plain to bis assistants that he felt
keenly the burlesque on members of
his cabinet. - Secretary Daniels and
Secretary Garrison shared the president's feeling in the matter. Mr.
Daniels said today that he left the
d inner after making his speech in order to keep another engagement and
that the sogn "Damn, Damn, Damn,
the Insurrectos," was particularly offensive to him.
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is only a few weeks away and
you are already considering the most acceptable gift
i
for your ?hild especially that boy.
0
OPEN A SAWNGS ACCOUNT AND FMESENT HIM WITH A BANK BOOK

PEOPLES BANE
-

-

.

TR.UST CO.
-

.

.

'

-
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BUY

A
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A Complete Line
at the Lowest Prices
COME IN AND SEE THEM

IS

SPEEDWAY

BUT OFFICERS OF THE ARMY AND
NAVY WHO DID ARE

,,

;

i.

Richard .D.eyJngof the San Miguel
National bank, left yesterday for
h,ort business visit.
Springer on'
C B. Hartley2 of Los Alamos came
in yesterday evening for a short business Visit;; I

.m,,.,,...

CHRISTMAS

,

No discounts or reductions necessary.
When
we. say a.ctua.1 cost, it means cost price as purchased at the manufacturers.
Also our entire stock of men's and boys' clothing consisting of the following:

n
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that the constitutionalists have withdrawn from the immediate vicinity of

-

fl

1913

CAPTURE THE

MUTUAL MOVIES

G.

15,

.

REBELS

PROGRAM TONIGHT

Boomer of Chicago was a
P.
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Parke RoeB of Chicago was a business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
R, J. Murphey of Albuquerque arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
short business visit.
1 H. Little came in yesterday
evening from his home at El Paso
for a short business visit.
John Hicks came in from his ranch
near Santa Rosa yesterday morning
"
for a short business visit.
H. G. Coors, Jr of Albuguerque
came in this afternoon for a short
visit with his parents here.
H. L. Clausen, a commercial
eler from El Paso, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
- Gus Lehmann left fest night for
Maxwell, where hp will remain for
some time on a business visit.
G. F. Harrington of Crow King,
Ariz., arrived in Las Vegas Saturday
evening for a week's business visit
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for the Santa Fe railway,
left last night for Albuquerque on a
short business visit.
J. M. Wade, Jr., of Boone, la., arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here for several days as
the guests of friends.
W. C. Kelser, at one time a rest5'
dent of Las Vegas, came in last night.
rrom ms present nome in Topeka for
a short business visit.
"".'SIW. R. Holly, a well known attorney
of Springer, came in Saturday evening and will be 5 business visitor
here for several Majfs.
J. Scott Duncan, of the firm of
Duncan & Browne, left last night for
California, where he will be on a vacation for several weeks.
Charles E. Dageuett arrived: In Las
Vegas Saturday evening for a several days' business visit He makes
bis home in Washington, D. C.
J. V. Jenkins, connected with the
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron company, came in this afternoon from
Denver for a short business visit.
Clarence Iden of Gross Kelly &
Company returned this afternoon
from a short business visit in towns
between Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
Colonel M. L. Stern, a well known
business man of ;Albuquerque, was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
He ds of the firm of Stern & Schloss.
E. E. McClintock, commercial superintendent, of the Mountain States
division of the Western Union Tele
graph company, was a business visitor here today.
Miss Marion S. Scott of Chicago
arrived In Las Vegas yesterday after
noon and will remain in New Mexico
for some time, as the guest of relatives near this city.
E. J. Creighton, an engineer for
the Missouri Valley Bridge' and iron
company, who has been employed in
Las Vegas for the past several
months erecting a bridge at the west
end of Prince street, left today for
Arizona, where he will be employed
dn the pame kind of work.

DECEMBER
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PERSONALS
'

MONDAY,

BE BUILT IN
PARIS
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Reduction in Holiday Jewelry and All
Goods
our policy of keeping our stock always fresh, we offer choice
Jewelry and everything we have, much below its customary
'
value.
,

Anything; in our store is yours at 20 per cent Discount, a
if you help us now to convert it into money

Material Saving,

Celler's Jewelry Store.
521

- Sixth St.

OPEN EVENINGS

he and his' teammates, Ralph de
Palma and Caleb Bragg, will be on
hand again next season to defend
America's laurels against the foreign
invader. A better showing is expected next time, however, due to the
fact that the machines will have been
much more thoroughly tested.
Last year two practically new cars,
of fresh and untried design, were
sent Into the fray, with the result
that they fell by the wayside long
before the race was over. The third,
the veteran of the outfit, went through
without a miss.
Before the istarfl of tha contest
Ralph de Palma, head of the team,
expressed himself .as fearful of Ihe
outcome.- He would be satisfied, he
said, if thefrace. oull sl.pw tup "all
the' weaknesses, so that next season
could bei prepared for. With this
plan in view the Mercer crew worked
all summer, with constantly better
results. Next spring they expect to
have a trio of cars second to none.
One, two, three Is the order of finish
they have in mind Decoration day.
-

county, Montana. The, company contended vainly that the action of the
state was an Interference with Interstate commerce. Justices Hughes
and Vandeventer dissented.

request: to review.; the decision of the
circuit court at Philadelphia that tha
corporation tax was not collectabla
from "dividends" of mutual Insurance
companies consisting of premiums returnedor otherwise invested at the
MUST REFUND TAX
QpUoo ot ihe policyholders. As a re- Washington, Dec. 15. The supreme
government would be
court today refused the government's Iultethe refund about
$1,500,000 a;

UNTIL--

WE HAVE OECIEED TO CC'iTiXLE CL.l

-

KILLED HIS WIFE
Uatertown, S. D. Dec. 15. August
Juntines, a farmer near Bryant, S.
D., today confessed that he had mur
dered his wife and eight months old
baby Saturday. Juntines beat them to
death after a quarrel with his wife.
He is In jail at Castlewood.
TO TAX INSURANCE
Washington, Dec. 15. The power of
a state to tax net receipts of life
companies in each county
was upheld today by the supreme
court in a case where the New York
Life Insurance company resisted the
contention of tax by Deer Ii.ke.

DECEMBER. 18th.
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FOR. SPOT CASH ONLY
O O.GO
11. QG

Tor 12.00 Golden Oak Dressers

For S15.00 Golden OaJt Dressers
14.03 For 519.50 Golden Oak Dressers
1G.43 For $22.50 Maple Dressers
O.03 For SIO.OO Oak Chiffoniers
17.C3 For S22.50 Oak Chiffoniers
and thousands of other bargains stiIt;Ll-- j
for Christmas Presents

How 15c
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For any Man's Suit or Overcoat in the QlC
l

n

1
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House

These Suits and Overcoats
from $18.00 to $2S.oo

uuu

For any Boy's Overcoat, ages

10

to

17

Worth

ii

years. Elegant goods worth from $15.00

to $20.00.

For all Children's Overcoats, ages from four to ten years, very nobby little gar
ments, worth from $7.oo to $9.00
For all Children's Suits. Ages from four to nine years. Nice new stylish stiiff,
Worth from $5.00 to $7.oo

For all Youth's Suits. Ages from nine to fourteen years. Worth from $6.00 to
$8.00. Splendid assortment to choose from
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Another
to San Marcial.
took gasoline to the doctor.
He and Mr. French returned to San
Marcial late at night.

aid

DORA ANASPENDS

$50,000

VEXES

THE ENGLISH

ON
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

ROADS

OLONS

KEEPS STORES FULL
STATE ENGINEER

SAYS
ERN COUNTY IJ
BIG IMPROVEMENTS

A

BIG

Albuquerque, Dec. 15. The Dona
Ana county road board is building one
of the finest county highway systems
in New Mexico, said James A. French,
state engineer, here last night. Mr.
French arrived at 6:20 o'clock 'on
train No. 816 from San, Marcial and
left at 8:45 p. m. on train No. S for

Santa

Fe.

The Dona Ana road board's plan is,
after grading a stretch of road, to
spread a layer of screen gravel on
the clay, to sprinkle the gravel sur
face with water and then to roll it
with a steam roller. Thia gives a surface as hard and1 smooth as a paved
Btreet, according to Mr, French.
More than 60O men are employed
on road work in Dona Ana county
now and all of them are on the pay
roll. There are no convict road camps
in that county.
stretch of road
On one
Dona Ana ia spending 50,00O. This
is between Las Cruces and Anthony,
part of the road between El Paso
and Las Cruces. Dona Ana will have
to improve only 2$ miles of this highway. The rest of the. route Is In
Texas.
Mr. French stopped at San Marcial
on his return trip to inspect the two
convict camps there. Dr. G. V. Hackney started to drive Mr. French to
one of the camps In his automobile.
Twelve miles from the town they
found that the gasoline tank was
empty and the physician and state
engineer' were forced to walk six
miles to the nearest ranch house. Mr.
French did not have his overcoat.
The night was cold.
From' the ranch house a horseman
was sent to the nearest telephone, six
miles farther, and sent a message for

CROWDS ARE ENGAGED IN
SELECTING GIFTS FOR THE
BIG HOLIDAY

REVOLT

PECTED

EX
IN IRELAND IS
iNO MATTER
WHAT

ACTION
Dec.

IS TAKEN

la.

Every serious
Beginning at 9 o'clock each
minded politician in England, if not
and continuing until dark the bus the whole
people, is anxious to see a
iness bouses are experiencing a most settlement of the home rule
question
unusual business. The Christmas that wil :nd the lon;r drawn out batnow
are
the
heaviest ili: betweti the two conflicting par
shoppers
doing
part of their buying and a visit to lies in Ireland, a''U most of the statesany of the progressive business , 'a f the IdLgJom, both those in
houses will prove interesting.
active service ana taose who have reThe department stores, where prac
tired, have been contributing at least
tically everything but curios may be towards that ,end.
are
obtained,
doing a big business.
The prime minister and the English
The clerks at these places well realize by evening that they have worked, union leaders to whom the people are
for at this season the public is more looking to find a way out of the sitcritical and unappreciative of the uation, which has become serious beservices of the salespeople than at cause of the threatened revolution of
Ulster if the present bill is passed,
any other time. The stores are
and a still greater revolution involvcrowded
with purchasers.
Some
know what they want, while others ing the rest of Ireland if home rule
is not granted, have therefore recelv-lot- s
depend upon the clerks for suggesof advice. Present Indications
tions.
are
that
the government will adopt
The grocery stores will notice a
in its overtures to the opposition, the
big increase in business the latter
course suggested by Lord McDonnell
part of this week and all of next
and Sir Edward Grey, namely, home
week.
are
They
busily employed
rule within home rule or administrastocking the shelves of their stores
with dainties for the Christmas sea- tive autonomy for Ulster province.
son, and their stocKS are. most com- There has been a great deal of talk
of the temporary exclusion of Ulster
plete.
Among the busiest of people in the from the operation of the bill, but this
becity are those ranchers who arrived is not considered possible, mainly
here Saturday with big wagonloads cause both Irish parties are strongly
of Christmas trees. These sold rap- opposed to a settlement on those
idly, predicting that in nearly every lines.
home in the city there will be a
The. nationalists first and all the
time are for a United Ireland. This
Christmas tree.
It Is a busy season. Those who is a matter of sentiment just as much
are not busy have not felt the real as it is a matter of revenue. The
spirit of the season, and when it is unionists, on the other hand, feel that
all over those who worked hard will a temporary respite from home rule
look back with pleasure.
would remove none of the objections
to the bill. Furthermore, they say to
Canada exported 20,941,000 iounds accept such a settlement would
of cheese during October.
amount to the desertion of the Pro- .London,

Advertiswg has no value unless it is founded on truth.
Every statement we make is absolutely true,

Our Business
is

YourBusiness

we're going to tell you the truth

When we say "our" company we mean your company, too
partner in the business

for you are a

MB

Our company (your company), as now constituted, embraces the seven states
in the Rocky Mountain region; it owns and operates 189,666 telephones
The actual cash value of the wire, poles, switchboards, batteries and instruments (the ''tools" with which we make your service) is $32,714,355

if

You see, we have over three million dollars more invested in actual physical
property and equipment than we have stock issued

Yourxtes are based

the actual physical valuation, but

on the smaller amount

the money invested on our

business
i

In other words, you get the benefit in service of over three million dollars for
which you pay nothing
The money you pay for telephone service goes to the operators, the linemen
and other employes in salaries and wages
It goes to pay for our supplies and material, our taxes, insurance, dividends
'
and other necessities
Not a cent of it goes to pay for extensions and additions to plant, new switchboards, new exchanges, or Long Distance lines
The money for these things comes from the people who invest their savings in
our business
You'll admit that this is only a fair return upon their money and a greatdeal
less than your grocer makes on the money he has invested in his business
We

that you are not an accountant

don't believe you would read a lot of figures if we printedlthefn

We'll show them

explain them

Tie

Icilain

States

Telephone

and

"The Corporation Different".

not enough

Teleirapli

Kingdom.
Foe 40 years now the Welsh
have been urging the disestablishment of the church in their

CONGRESS

Not Beyond Help at 87
g
bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kidney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St, Taunton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was be
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most beneficial in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Co.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN

WAGON

'

17

1

J

Sleep-disturbin-

PROGRESSIVES TO CONFER
Chicago, Dec. 15. Candidates for

S

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
r Jefferson Raynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

S. B. Davis. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

Hallnt Raynolds, Cashier.

fourteenth anniversary of George
Washington's death three memorial
wreaths- were placed on his tomb at
Mount Vernon today by delegations
representing the Alexandria-WashingtoLodge of Masons, the Masonic
Ixidge of Fredericksburg, and Washington Lodge, No. 21, of New. York
city. Washington was made a Mason
in the Fredericksburg lodge and he
was the first master of the Alexandria lodge, while the New York lodge
was named after him.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEQAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000,

In every department
are prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

interest Paid on Time Deposits

1,050

FULLY EQUIFPEO AT YOUR DOOR

C. C. CLAYTON,

FrP
principality,, and today-- disestablish
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
ment is supported by the whole libNext to Postal Telegraph Office
eral party, as well as the nationalist,
and there are many unionists who believe that it would not be a bad thing
for the church. Most of the opposition, however, bitterly opposed it.
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
The bill among other things provides that so far as Wales and MonTo put our New Metal
mouth are concerned, the Church of
WEATHERSTRIPS
England will cease to be established
on your doors ami nindnws.to keep
by law; all cathedrals and ecclesiasout cold iniil
tical corporations will be dissolved;
tlie bishops of the four Welsh dioceses
SAVE FUEL
will cease to be members of the house
FRANK
cf lords; the present ecclesiastical
law will cease to exist as law, and
Contractor and Builder
no ecclesiastical court will have any
PHONE
Vegans 466
coercive jurisdiction; the bishops and
clergy will not bo members of or be
represented in the houses of convo
cation of the province of. Canterbury. Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER'
After disestablishment the bishops,
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
clergy and laity will be free to hold
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manisynods and to frame regulation" for
cure, Chiropody.
the government of the church, and In
Hotel Romalne
the event of a representative body beOffice Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
the
ing appointed,
government will
by charter incorporate it so that the'
church property may be vested In it.
So that the clergy may suffer nc
loss they will coutinue to receivi
CAPITAL PAID IN
their present salaries so long as they
100,000.00
hold office and will continue to enjoy
the use of their palaces and residenr
ces. Should any, however, after fiv
years desire to retire, a life compensation will be granted them.

FOR TOMS
Alexandrl Va., Dec. 15. In commemoration of the one hundred and

and prove them to you any time you say

Each of these advertisements will contain a few of these figures
to worry-yobut enough to prove the truth of our statements

FARMERS'

Indianapolis, Dec. 15. Preparations
have been completed for the annual
meeting of the Farmers' State Congress of Indiana, which will begin its
sessions at the state house tomorrow.
The organization numbers In its membership progressive farmers in nearly
every county of the state and has for
its chief object the exchange of views
on practical problems of interest to
those engaged in agriculture. W. H.
Newson of Elizabethtown
is presi
dent, and Strod Hayes of Newcastle
ia vice president of the congress.

JONES-BOWER-

WREATHS

.

.

SEVEN

-

Adv.

We have those figures, though, prepared under the direction and supervision
,
of the Interstate Commerce Commission

They are ready for inspection at any time

INDIANA

1913.

United States senator, representatives
in congress and other offices to be
filled in Illinois next year are to be
given consideration at a state-wid- e
conference of progressivesy to be held
in this city tomorrow. The conference will be held at the Chicago
Progressive club. The state central
committee and the chairmen of the
various county organizations will
meet in conference in the afternoon.
In the evening there is tp he a public
reception, with addresses by a number
of prominent leaders, of the party.
Renewed interest is being taken in
the question of Welsh disestablish
The Congo region exports about 3,ment, of immense importance to the
000,000 walking sticks a year.
A
church and churchmen.
stirring'
speech against the bill was delivered
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
reecntly by the Archbishop of CanterarDentist
a
was
demonstration
and
bury,
Dental work of any description at
ranged to be held In London as a promoderate prices
test against the government proceedRoom
Center
which
1,
the
with
under
Block, Tel Main 1!
measure,
ing
East Las Vegas; New Mexico
the parliament act automatically be
comes law after its next passing by
the house of commons, no matter
MONUMENT CO
what action the house of lords takes.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
There is no doubt that much of the
215 E. Central
apathy which heretofore had been
23 Years Practical Experience.
shown by the laymen of the Church E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
of England in regard to the bill arises from the fact that, like home rule
for Ireland, it has been suggested
that the bill should be the subject of
compromise. On the other hand,
MERCHANTS CAFE
there is the whole body of Welsh

Guarding Agalnsts Croup
The best safeguard against croup Is
a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound in the bouso. p. H. Ginn,
Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold. "I give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound and in
every instance they get prompt relief
and are soon cured. We keep it at
home . and pretent croup." O. G.
oeb Drug Store.
Schaefer, Red

We pay them seven per cent for the use of their money

We realize

15,

R.EVELL

The total issue of treasury stock the money with which we paid for these
properties (these "tools") is $29,693,600, and we have no bonds

Your service is based on the larger amount

much opposed to home rule as are
those of Ulster.
On the government side the exclu
sion of the Protestant counties pre
sents untold difficulties. In the first
place the whole home rule bill would
have to be recast and it is just pos
sible that in attempting to do this
the government might entirely wreck
the work of the last few years. Under the parliament act which, by curtailing the veto power of the house
of lords made home rule possible in
the first place, the house of, commons
cannot amend a bill after it has been
once rejected by the lords.' It can,
however, make suggestions to the upper house, which the latter is at lib
erty to amend, reject or accept.
In this case it would be necessary
to amend the finari'al provisions of
the bill; for was Uulster excluded, na
tionalist Ireland - would require a
bigger grant from the imperial ex
chequer. Now the house of lards has
no control over financial matters and
should it, on the suggestion of the
house of commons, amend the finan
cial provisions of the bill, the ques
tion might be raised that It wan a
breach of privilege. This, too, la only one of the parliamentary tangles
that might arise should the settlement make It necessary to amend the
bill drastically. Besides the government, before the bill was introduced,
considered the question of the exclusion of Ulster and decided against it
on these and other lines.

opinion, backed by
in every part of the United

A FEW FACTS AND
A FEW FIGURES

You have read our "Foreword" and ycu know
'
' about our business and our
company.

DECEMBER

testants living in the south of Ire
land, who they contend are just as

auto-mobili-

OMEHILE

MONDAY,

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,
t.

OVERLAND MODEL

5? T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Los

Veps

Automobile

Phone Main 344.

6 Machine

Co

Wm. Whalen,

Prtp,
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D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.
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LOCAL NEWS

NEW GOODS

NEW GOODS

50c and 75c neckwear
Taiiohertis. Adv.

Dill Pickles.

Sour PicJfles.

f

I

y

e;

p

"T.

1

'''

Tomato Relish.

:

RALSTON

Supreme Pear?.

WHEAT

FOOD

g

Supreme Cherries.
Did you get one of the

Supreme Loganberrls.

re-

cipe books "Cake Secrets" from

nots.

Bros.,

Igleheart

Monarch Bin berries.
Monarch

Swan's

the

Flour.'

Cake Flour or Graham

$8.98

Adv.

Adiler Rochester
euits and overcoats 33 3 off at Taichert's Clothing
Store. Adv.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
Wholesalers

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING
you cannot afford to use

spy
TCr AC

DAT

any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling: the bread, the
pudding, the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour
and make sure
to-da-

of

y

that part of your

sup-

plies for the feast.
T

CD

TL7TTT

T

PHONE
131

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

- -

""""ill?
iHlCJJl

....

large attendance

1b

at

M. O. A.
8 o'clock.

desired.

Will give 50 per cent off on all
millinery to close out stock. Mrs.
L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth street. Adv.

The Fraternal
meeting in the
nesday evening
electing officers

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortmentfine colorings -- unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

New Mexico Largest

Bourbon

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Kye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

JIMJO BLANKETS

A!

Suits for

The W. C. T, U. will meet with
Mrs. Shank Tuesday at 3 p. m.

A

STEARN'S STORE

AC

$18

will meet this evening

Try a package of Swans Down

Monrach Red Raspberries.
Monarch Seles Figs.

T

and

The senior class of the Y.

Down Cake Flour people?

Blackberries.

Monach Blueberries.

!

5:33

Try a dram ol Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Sweet Special Peaches.

,

$15

at Taichert's.

Melba Peaches.

Supremo

at

'

$12.50,

Sweet Relish.

for 35c at

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Sweet Pickles.

j

Leave Your Orders
Here For that r

Union will hold a
Woodmen hall Wed
for the purpose of
for the coming year.

15,

1913.

CARRIERS I1IDDE

CHRISTMAS

BENEATH THEIR

NECKWEAR
FORTUNA TE
in securing the entire output
of neckwear from a New York
Manufacturer at half price.
Values to sell at 50o and
75o we are offering at

XMAS TURKEY

THE GRAAF
G. O. P. LEADERS

Sr

1IAYVARD

TO MEET

Washington, Dec. 15. In response
to the call issue early last October
by Chairman Hllles the members of
the republican national committee
are rounding up in the capital for
the first formal meeting since election. The meeting will be held tomorrow, when it Is expected that action will be taken that will have an
Important effect upon the future of
the party.
l
The committee, according to
for
a
call
will
Issue
expectations,
a republican national convention to
revise the rules t the party to meet
the demands of a majority of the
leaders. The principal changes demanded are in the basis of rCRresengen-cra-

CO. STORE

tatlon from the southern states and In
the method of electing delegates from
states that have primary laws gov
erning that subject.
The time and place for holding the
national convention are as yet unde
cided. Many of the members of the
national committee have expressed
themselves in favor of holding the
convention early next summer, but
some believe, that the convention
should be held as early as March in
order that the work of reorganization
and the restoration of harmony may
be commenced as soon as possible.
Chicago appears to be the most likely
convention city, although the claims
Detroit.
of Cincinnati, Philadelphia,
Indianapolis, Washington and other
applicants will be given consideration.

A

BUNDLES

WE HAVE BEEN

LAS VEGAS POSTMEN ARE ASSISTING SANTA DELIVER HIS

Enjoy

PRESENTS
The first joys of the Christmas season to be experienced by the mail
carriers came this morning when
several of them were forced to make

special trips over their routes to deliver parcel post packages. One carrier covering the business district
was nearly hidden beneath his load
and resembled a laden burro more
than a postman.
Come in and have first choice
Business in the postal department
will continue unusually heavy for the
remainder of the period before the
Christmas holidays and the Las Ve
gas office expects to be rushed.
Postmaster F. O. Blood advises
that everyone sending Christmas parCorrect Garments for Men
cels have them insured and be
'
prompt in mailing the parcels. The
postal department has arranged the
A big dance for all at F. B. hall handling of the traffic on the rail
lines so as to get the best possible
Thursday, December 25. Adv.
service.
For Las Vegas, Postmaster
Blood states that the local mail will
be well handled this year and the
MASKED
BEAT
best possible service, given the pat- -

-- il

r

35 c

Taichert's
Clothing Store

IN

The, Ladies' Aid- society of the First
Baptist church will hold a called
AN AGED TOWN
meeting Tuesday afternoon at 3
o'clock In the church. All members
are invited to be present.
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COLLINS. FAMILY IN MISSOURI
The Ladies' Guild of the. Episcopal
ARE, MISTREATED
church will meet with Mrs. W. J.
Lucas tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
Springfield, Mo., Dec. 15. Fifteen
o'clock.
All members are requested masked and armed
men, said to have
to be present.
been feud enemies of the Collins family of Old Horton, an isolated village
Miss Alvira Bunch has resigned In Howell
county, rode into the town
her position with the Bacharach
yesterday, burned four houses belongBrothers firm and has entered the
ing to the family, severely beat sevemploy of the Rosenthal' Furniture eral of the Collinses and warned them
company as a clerk, relieving Mrs. to leave the community immediately
Luis Inman, who has resigned.
on pain of death. The band then
rode away after firing a volley into
There will be a special meeting of the air.
the East Las Vegas fire department
News of the affair reached here to
this evening at 8 o'clock in the city
went, to the
day. The marauders
hall. All members are urged to be
home of Mrs.
Jane Collins. Her
present. This is the last meeting be
daughter, Parelee, was whipped with
fore the big New Year's dance to be switches.
Mrs. Collins, who is blind,
given by the department, and final was handled"
roughly, but not serious
arrangements for the affair will be ly injured. After removing the chilmade.
dren and furniture from the house the
men set fire to the building and
The standing of those in the Potter
watched it burn; to the ground.
popularity contest Is as follows: Miss
The home of Dan Collins was next
Ethel Mahon, 335 ; Miss Liela Brown,
visited by the band and the house
Miss Alice Regensburg, 295;
305;
and barn fired. Two other houses
Miss Nellie Wells, 270; Miss Mary
belonging to the family, but unoccuHays, 265; Miss CheHa Van Petten,
pied, were burned. Ten persons are
235; Miss Katherine Seelinger, 200;
said to have been warned to leave
Miss Lucy Clement, 125; Miss Bertie
the village and never to return. None
Leonard, 60; Miss Opal Jones, 50.
of the gang was recognized. The
Collins family in Howell county numFrom January 19 to January 24
'
about 200.
will be "Round up" weeic lor the mem- bers
bers of the Denver Press club and
TINKER DEAL OFF
the National Western Stockmen's asDeo. 15. The board of
Cincinnati,
sociation at Denver. This week will
Cincinnati baseball
directors
of
the
be one of the biggest of its kind ever
to ratify August
refused
club
today
attempted in Denver, according to Herrmann's sale of Joe Tinker to
the present plans. Several big dinImmediately
ners and other events will add to the Brooklyn for $25,000.
Preswas
reached
decision
this
after
enjoyment and Denver expects to enident Herrmann sent a telegram to
tertain a huge number of people.
President Ebbetts of the Brooklyn

rpns.
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FOR CHABTREE

CASE

BOUCHER'S

ON CHRISTMAS

Have You Tried
Our

MOTHER

Why not get the children a set
Toys?
We have a full line of Doll Carts

of Old Hickory

at lowest prices

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

GOAL AND
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

d:,w. conn

Phonm Mmlnltl

D

WATCHES
Laddies

Gents

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
Kraut
Figs, Nuts, Etc Etc

BOUCHER'S

1

oys I

FAUPER.7
JEWELER

but that would have been inhuman.
Had the state provided, as has been
urged from time to time, a detention
ward in the State Hospital for the
Insane, where demented persons may
be kept temporarily, much of the expense in the case of the Crabtrees
could have been avoided.
There is little doubt in the minds
of many of those persons who have
looked into the case that the Santa
Fe railway should have cared for the
Crabtrees. It accepted them as passengers and was irtJduty bound to
carry them safely to their destination. Its own physician, ambulance
and hospital could and should have
cared for them. Instead, however,
the railroad threw the case into the
hands of the city, which was obliged
to hire prlvifW tahMvid&ate- - to look
after them. The Crabtrees having
the funds with which to meet their
expenses, it was deemed no more
than right that they should pay the
bills. Charitable people took care of
the infant children and Las Vegas
authorities,fdemanded of the Santa Fe
that it honor the Crabtrees' ticket
and convey them to their destination.
The charitable
officials In Kansas
City should do- as much with the Burlington road, over which the family
has tickets but which has refused to
accept them as passengers. The Kansas City paper says: "The Crabtrees
will be kept here free of charge, if
they do not stay too long."
It is stated exorbitant charges were
not made for services in caring for
the Crabtrees. Undoubtedly the bills
would not have been allowed if overcharges were attempted. '.
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KANSAS CITY NEWSPAPER SEEMS
TO THINK UNFORTUNATES
WERE "HELP UP"

SU.

BISMARK

We have a beautiful
line of rockers ranging in price from

JJ

$2.00 to

LAS VEGAS KNOCKED

Las Vegas has received some unfavorable notoriety as a result of the
detention here of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Crabtree, the Athens, Tenn., people
discovered to be insane while en
route from California to their home,
a week ago Saturday. The Kansas
City Journal of Friday of last week
published an article concerning the
Crabtrees in which it was stated the
were charged
unfortunate
couple
$111 for two days' attention here. An
Albuquerque newspaper, seeing an opportunity to deliver a knock at Las
City
Vegas, published the Kansas
paper's article as "special correspond
ence," and placed upon it a head containing startling statements.
It was stated today by one of the
physicians who treated the unfortunate couple and who assisted in making the arrangements for their transportation to their home, that they
were cared for as cheaply as is possible where no provision is made
either by the state or the city for
taking charge of persons who are
discovered to be insane while traveling. There were ambulance charges,
hospital fees, doctors' fees, a hotel
bill and other expenses, all of which
were allowed by the district court.
None of these charges was excessive,
it is stated.
Had I.as Vegas the facilities of a
large city, it easily could have taken
charge of the distressed family and
sent them away without charging
club telling him that the deal, insofar
them a single cent. This could have
as cash alone was concerned; was off.
been done, probably, had it been posMANY CANDIDATES FOR
sible to keep them in the city jail
BUTTER STILL RISING
Chicago, Dec. 15. Butter higher;
THE Y.
A.J.TEASI
creameries 2235. Eggs, steady, receipts 2,566 cases; at mark, cases inFAST AGGREGATION WILL PLAY cluded 2631. Ordinary first 28
BASKETBALL WITH NEWTON
29; firsts 3iy2..,
The game that is to be played
,ubfT!be for ,T&? Optic. i
Christmas Day between the Y. M. C.
A. and the apprentice boys' team of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the Y. M. C. A. at Newton, Kan., will
be the biggest basketball contest ev
RENT Two furnished
rooms!
er staged in Las Vegas, according to FOa
for light housekeeping. Modern
indications. The Newton
presentexcept heat. T. J. Carvill, 810 Linteam is considered one of the fastest
coln.
in that section of the Sunshine state,
and already has an excellent record
91li
FOR RKNT Five room house
&
for this season
,
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad
The Y. M. C. A. team is practicing
Avenue.
hard. During this week the team will
go through the usual work each evenFOR SALE Cheap if taken at once.
ing, according to the present arrange
My residence and automobile. J. P.
ment, and expects to be in excellent
.
Earlckeon.
Christmas.
Direc
shape by
'Physical
tor Do Marias has charge of the team
and is directing the plans for the contest. Among those who will be lined
SERVES YOU RIGHT
up for this game and who are now
trying out for the team are Prentice
White, Harold Stewart, Cecil Boucher,
David Henden, Frank Winters, Clar
ence Hite and "Chub" Swallow. The
entire senior class also is working and
OUR SPECIALTIES
one of the fastest teams ever known
to the Y. M. C- A. undoubtedly will
Fresh Oysters
be picked from the list of candidates.
K. G. Steaks,
Guatemala
The game will be played at 4 o'clock
Coffee
en.
no
afternoon
as
the
and
other
irj
tertainment is in order for this day,
a' large audience is expected to witNIGHT
ness the fray. Tickets will be placed
on sale this week.
C
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Whole Family Can

j
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Best of All a Rocker for Xmas

PLEAD

INSANMTY

Champaign, TIL, Dec. 15. What
promises to be one of the greatest
legal battles in the history of this
section was Tiegun in the Champaign
county circuit court today with the
work of selecting a jury to try Robert Penman, a 21 year old youth,
whose home is near, th, village of
Philo, for the murder of Harold
Shaw of Urbana.
.
' The
killing of young , Shaw early
last August attracted country-wid- e
Penman . was captured
attention.
about a week after the 'crime while
he was on his way,- home after a
flight into Ohio. After his capture
the young man broke down and
made a full, confession of his crime.
According to the ailegecl 'confession
-

,

--

the murder resulted from Penman's
desire to possess Shaw's big
Penman had wanted
Shaw's car for some time, he said,
and had made an anointment to meet
him in Philo the day of the crime.
Shaw took with him Mark Henson,
a Urbana youth.
After meeting
Penman, he "drove to the latter'a
home, six miles south of Philo, where,
it seems, Penman first thought of
obtaining the car by killing its owner.
Asking Shaw to drive him about
in his car so that he could observe
its peculiarities Henson was left at
the Penman home, and they started.
Penman's story of the tragedy is as
yellow-automobil-

follows

:

"I had been drinking I was drmkj
and possessed of a crany desire to,,
own Shaw's racing car. f 'shot Shawl;
twlico with my Tevolver while we'
were under a tree in my father's pasture. Later, I went back and buried
him;.' The ground was
awfully hard.
I dug in three places before' I could
fInd
pot 8011 enugh. My recolec-iio- n
of what took place immediately
before and' after I shot Harold is
very imperfect. I wanted his car
because it was fast."
Eminent counsel has'Seen engaged
to defend Penman amis trial, during the past few weeks the young
prisoner has been visited In jail by
several well known alienists and this
has led to the belief that insanity is
fo be the plea of the defense.
NEW TRIAL DELAYED
Chicago, Dec. 15. Judge Mack

in
the federal court today refused to
grant a new trial to Otoman Zar
Advsht Hanish, leader of the Mazdaz-na- n
sun worshippers cult, who was
convicted of sending objectionable literature by express. He sentenced
Hanish, to serve six months in the
Chicago house of correction and to
pay a fine of $2,500. , . ".
THE LITERACY BILL
Washington, Dec. 15. With an
overwhelming majority in Its favor
the Burnett immigration bill, including a literacy test, such as wa3 veto
ed by President Taft, was ordered
reported today by the house Immigration committee. The committee did
not adopt any Bpeclal amendment relating to the exclusion of Asiatics,
leaving that; to the general provisions
of the bill relating to the requirements for naturalization,
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Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
.
.
.
you, and invite you to look at their goods.
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE

mrnmm

THURSDAY. FPIDAY and SATURDAY

December

11,

12 and 13

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Last Days of Pompeii
6-REE-

ADMISSION,

LS-6

ADULTS

25 Gents,

CHILDREN

15 Cents

PARISIAN

Say

CLEANING

IVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED

CHINA, GIFT

SHOPPING BAGS, INITIAL BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE
LATES,

SttS.

SUOGESTIOnS

HUYLER'S

CANDIES, FRENCH PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS;

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,

We can sponge It by

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

MAKE THE

TRY US THIS YEAR.

Sim pkins B r osCandyCo.

Cards and Monogram

DO IT NOW
ORDER YOUR

CHRISTMAS CAND

Stationery

have the finest line of fancy Boxes and Baskets ever
shown in Las Vegas. Make yonr selection now and give
We

Remember our name on
the box means a lot.

us plenty of time to pack them

Make Good Christmas

otter Candy Co.

The JeVeler

Presents
A Very Appropriate

IF,Y0U WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE

STOCK

Hedgcock

614 Dougl&s Ave.

T5he

Buy Your Holiday Goods

Variety Shop

that's the place the people
are talking: about for Xmas
picture framing
First In First Served

Douglas Av.

From

W. F. Doll

Family's

Xmas

Present

From

II. S. VAN PETTEN

Gnrl Stats Agent

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER

Get Them of The

You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family Liquor Store Main 212, the most
Liquor House in
the state
te

Optic Publishing Company

Mexican Art Jewelry
including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts

We

have the most original line in the West

Socbino

Work, Etc.

The Jeweler

East Las Vegas

609 6th. St.

We Have a Complete Line

Up-to-dateTai-

For your

That When in Need of

Indian Curios, Real Indian
Pottery, Art Leather, Drawn

Buy a Perfect

Protection Life
InsurancePoIicy

DON'T FORGET

Christmas Present

A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top

Goods
latest designs in
foreign & domestic fabrics

of the

JOSEPH

RILIMND

Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

OF GIFTS

.wholesome

Will be the result of your
purchase if it comes from
us.

Emenaker

BESI

Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS

Satisfaction

BAER'S CURIO

BRASS GOODS.

the ordinary method and press it for. ..75c

All Around

KSi

iCfJS J?"5 JfBlS

CHOCO-

We will wash your three piece suit In gasoline by modern
$1.50
machinery and press It for

703

ENUINE Navajo and
blankets.
Chimayo
Leather and Beaded
hand bags, Penants, Banners, Mexican Filigree nd
Indian Jewelry, Teneiff
and Mexican drawn work.
Stationery, Post Cards,
Booklets, Picture Frames,
Candies, Cigars

OF

Holiday Goods
For your Selection. Come early and
- avoid the rush

Central Drud Co.
K.D. GQODALL. Manager

WHY NOT AHS"
Y. M. C. A.
FOR CHRISTMAS
YOUR BOYOA

PREBENT

Can You, Think of a Celler Presenl?

C.1AFE8Y

"ade

kD

-

FULL

at tlse

Siminate Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.

We've 70 Now Bat Can Take Care of More

Pliosse Rfaia'221

Lujan
Bridge

Street

TEN

l
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PROCLAMATION

of the limitations of these five categories, it was agreed, under an additional heading at the end of each
group, "other products" could be add
ed of a general nature with those In
the group and yet not under one of
the standard numbered headings. A
second convention, agreeing to main
tain the international bureau of stat- stics In Brussels, also was signed.

15,

1913.

Bhe

SCO.

LOBBY RESTAURANT AND-CAFWhereas, in conformity with Chap
ter No. 78 of the laws of the state of
SHORT ORDERS AN O RtGULAR DINNERS
New Mexico passed at the second regTHE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAyg HANDLMular session of the first legislature of
said state for the year 1913, provision is made for the holding of spe
cial elections to regulate the barter,
sale and exchange of intoxicating li
within'
quors in district designated,
LODGE NO. Z, A. F. A FRATERNAL
any county of New Mexico and a pro
NC
CHAPMAN
BROTHERHOOD
II
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
A. M. Regular com
102 Meets every Monday night
WILL GOVERN PEOPLE ACCORDRECONSTRUCTION
OF ANCIENT per petition having been filed by quali
with LOCAL. APPLICATIONS as they
fied electors of the following describ
ING TO GENERAL WISHES
munlcatlon first and O. R. C, hall, on Douglas avenue
TRAGEDY ON EXHIBITION
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
ed districts, within the county and
IN
AND WELFARE
YORK
NEW
third Thursday is 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eo
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
state aforesaid;
each month. Vtalting iially welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Pre
disease, and in order to cure it you
Now, Therefore, the Board of Coun
New York. Dec. 15. An exh'bit of
brothers cordially ln- - dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary: C
Madrid, Dec. 15. American ideas must take Internal remedies. Hall's
and
of government are to be followed to Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, mutanglefoot just placed ty commissioners of the County of San
ttd. Wax P. Mills, Bally, Treasurer.
prehistoric
acts directly upon the blood and
W. M., H. 8 Ian Petten,
a certain extent by Eduardo Dato, the cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is among the mammoths on the top floor Miguel, State of New Mexico, on this RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
Secretary.
new Spanish premier. Without an not a quack medicine. It waa pre of the American Museum of Natural first Monday of November, A. D. 1913,
TISEMENTS
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
nouncing any fixed program Senor scribed by one of the best physicians History explains the discovery of in regular session, does hereby proclaim
LOCAL TIME CARD
Dato declared, on taking office, that in this country for years and Is a large quantities of fossilized bones and give public notice, that a special Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPT.AB Boo.
is
It
composed
proscription.
regular
within
will
of
fol
be
the
held
election
he Intended to study the opinions of of the best tonics known, combined lately found in the asphalt beds
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
.
lar conclave
4 Tu
the people and govern them more as with the best blood ' purifiers, acting Rancho Lo Brera, near Los, Angeles, lowing described district, 'county of No ad to occupy less space than two
East Bound
flay in each month at Ma- America is governed, according to directly on the mucous surfaces. The Cal. In the glacial epoch, as now, San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on lines
All
onto Temple at 7: IS p. m. O. a.
advertisements charged
Arrive
Depart
perfect combination of the two ingred- these beds had the appearance of Tuesday, December 23rd, A. D. 1913, will be booked at
the general wishes and welfare.
7:45 p. m.
.. 7:20 p m
KlnJtel, a. C; Chas. Tamme, Re- No.'
space actually set
Is what produces euch wonder
ients
The new premier, who is 57 years ful results In curing catarrh. Send solid ground when the uummer dust for the purpose of submitting to the without regard to number of words.
. .11:54
No.
corder.
11:59 p. m.
p. m
settled on them, and animals in pur- qualified electors of said district the Cash In advlnce preferred.
old, is one of the host known lawyers for testimonials, free.
No.
... 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. m.
dn Spain.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To suit of prey were deceived into trying question of whether or not the barter,
Since 1SS4 he has beeu a
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY No.
..
2:00 p. m.
1:35 p. m
0.
to run across them. The soft, sticky sale or exchange of intoxicating li
deputy for the district of Murias de ledo,
AL ARCH MASONS
West Bound
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Regular con
Paredes and active in tlie conserve
surface yielded beneath the quors shall be prohibited therein as
tar
Take Halls Family Pills for con
Arrive
vocation first Monday in
Depart
tive party. He was under secretary stipation. Adv.
weight and slowly and surely they provided by said act, towit:
No.
:. 1:10 p. m.
1:35 p. m.
each
month
Masonic
at
District proposed to be voted for as
of government in 18, and minister
sank beneath it.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
6:40 a. m.
...'6:35 a. m.
MISS WORMSER WEDS
That was the period of the saber- prohibition district.
of the siame department in 1899
'hi 1 II
4'
. . . 4:20 p. m.
No.
4:30 p. m.
at
m.
7:30
Temple
P.
p.
Said district has the same bounSt. Moritz, Switzerland, Dec. 15
Later he wag minister of justice and
toothed tiger, a. glutton for all flesh
. .. C:35 n. m,
No.
7:00 p. m.
Blood,
Secretary.
12
the
of said
daries as Precinct No.
president of the chamber of depu The wedding of Miss Edith Wormser, he could eubdue and a terror to
mm
ties. Senor Dato drew the working- drnisrhter of Mr. and Mrs. Isidore numerous animals that inhabited the
county, such boundaries being as
I.
. ft. P. LAS 1CftAO
nnnr un
u
follows: on the North by the
men's accident act, now in force in Wormser, Jr., of New York, and
valleys and plains of that region. The
ATTOHNEYob
1.
Meets every Monday evening a;
museum's
took
South
the
num
in
de
the
Is
a
place
Paris
OPTIC'S NUMBER mAlf a.
member of
Pecos;
by
Goudchaux of
bones, wired together
Arroyo
Spain, and he
their
on
hall
Sixth
street
All
rU'tln
severous organizations for social im here today, with the parent3 and
top of the hill called Guzano;
present exhibit, show that a fleeing
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
East by line running between or
provement, notable among them be eral other relatives of the bride in ground sloth, which then grew to the
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hnntei
F.
D.
N.
V.
Gug
Fries,
Q.;
Lehman,
G.;
size of a grizzly bear, ran into one of
dividing Las Colonias and Rowe;
ing the Institute of Social Reform
attendance.
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl Wert
and on the West by the same
the royal commission to prevent the
the tar pits and was overtaken there
Las Vegas,
New Men
V.
C.
WANTED A ranch to care for dur- Treasurer;
Hedgcock, Cemeiei?
line of the precinct running towhite slave trade, the. national coun California Woman Seriously Alarmed by a tiger. Both of them became
a
Trustee.
contracted
I
winter
surface,
ing
"A short time ago
wards the top of the Mesa de
by experienced farmer
cil of prisons, the royal academy of
tangled in the
cold which settled on my lungs and while they were struggling to pull
and stock man; will stay stated pePecos;
jurisprudence and legislation, and sever
annoyof
deal
nd caused me a great
riod if proposition is satisfactory, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
the Royal Society of Political and ance. I would have bad coughing spells themselves free a giant wolf chanced and the polling place designated with
fourth Tuesday evening of each
inS, Optic office.
election
the
and
sore
so
and
district
Social Sciences.
in such
that way.
Judg
and my lungs were
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
flamed I began to be seriously alarmthe wolf had urgent busi es and Clerks named to conduct said
Uusually
ed.' A friend recommended Chamberness in another direction when a sa special election at such polling place TO TRADE For Irrigated or dry pouglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Paris, Dec. 15. Emile Boutroux,
lain's
Remedy, saying she had
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
came into view. This time by order of the said Board rendered
the French academician, was partic- used itCough
bottle
This
for years. I bought a
dress H, care Optic.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
ularly Impressed during his recent and it relieved my cough the first the wolf saw that his traditional op this day, are as follows,
of the
Secretary.
trip in the United States by the tre- night, and in a week I was rid writes pressor was In trouble and that here
Polling Place.
Silver
A. Sena.
mendous faith In the power of edu- iold and soreness of my lungs,"Cal. For was a chance to notch a credit on the
Pablo
of
House
r
A,
Sawtelle,
Marie
Miss
Gerber,
wolf side of the old feud between his
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcation which he everywhere encoun- sale
Election Judges.
-iuse
by all dealers. Adv.
1.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
tered. In this connection he says:
Nestor Padilla.
family and the tiger's. From the safe
FOR
SALE
Good
Singer sewing ma W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
2. Anastacio Herrera.
"Nowhere else in the world is more
perch of a bank alongside the pool the
SECOND TRIAL FOR MURDER
EMPRESS
chine; a bargain. 612 National ave
defiance
wolf
barking
about,
3.
first
faith placed in the powers of instrucCosmo
The
15.
first and third Mondays of each
jumped
Esquihel.
Dec.
Helena, Mont.,
nue.
was
Whit-wortsteadily
the
while
to
increase
and
moral
tiger
tion and
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Election Clerks.
glee
education,
degree murder case of Walter
FLOUR
more helpless
the capacity, the wisdom and the
1. Casimiro Ortiz.
Ladles always welcome.
O. L. Flers-man- ,
was called for trial before sinking and becoming
Whit-wortmoral qualities of man."
Finally, when exhaustion overcame the
2. Pablo A. Sena.
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanJudge Clements here today.
It 's giving you
a
"I was greatly touched," he conon
tiger, the wolf made a flying leap for and except as herein otherwise proconvicted
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
was tried and
cier;
tinues, "by the attention paid me by charge of murdering Andy Levin on his enemy and was in turn sucked vided, said above special election FOR RENT Two room furnished 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a a
present for do- American students and by their con- Willow Creek, last spring. He was Into the pit.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
shall he held and conducted as pro
house.
921 Lincoln.
the
in
illustrated
we.ll
scene
is
ing something
The
fiding amiability, and it was not dif sentenced to life imprisonment, but
East Las Vegas, N. M.
vided by law for general elections.
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apNew
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trial
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you'd
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RENT Cottage in desirable
later
reconstruct extinct animals for the
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neighborhood,
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newly painted,
way
you
museum from skeletons that are min
and morality which prevailed among
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fourth Thursday
pered, electric lights. Low rate,
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learn
how
Will soon have a lifelike picture of
Much
ed
them. The prayers with Which the
ers of the County of San Miguel, New
Phone Purple 6301.
How to Bankrupt the Doctors
month at W. O. W. hall.
VIsitin.
this encounter to go with the ex
universities are opened each morn-,'inBefferEMPRESS
A prominent New York physician
session.
in
open
Mexico,
1
brothers
Invited.
Howard
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cordially
are not merely a vain formality. says. "If it were not for the thin stock- hibit, 'for the benefit of visitors
Board
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FOR
RENT
To
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FLOUR really is.
lady
worn b? demand the last thing in realism
"
gentleman Davis, Dictator; P. A. Lim Secretary
"Religion in America is above all a ing and thin soled shoes
of San Miguel, State of
be
the
would
employed,
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County
women
doctors
comfortable,
the
probably
J.
E.
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
All the bones found in these pits
Made by GERquestion of mental seriousness which
New Mexico By .
room; no health seekers. Phone
bankrupt." When you contract a cold
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
may be expressed in the well known do not wait for It to develop Into are impregnated with asphalt, hut
MAN
PROCESS
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman
Purple 5301.
verses of Emerson:
day of the month in the vestry room
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intended
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been
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of
Thou
1
berlain's Cough Remedy
"'When duty whispers low,
Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clockONE COUPON FROM
hide, horns and
especially for coughs and colds, and solved, by the petroleum that the Attest:
m. Visiting brothers are cordially li
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
must,
iw
a
won
wide
has
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
reputation by
were long since
The youth replies :"I can.' "
vltod. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
FIVE
STAMPS
cures of these diseases. It is most ranch yielded and
water
and
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses, Greenclay, Secretary.
Mi Boutroux adds a note of warnto
converted
into
BRINGS YOU THE
bitumen,
safe
and
effectual and is pleasant
I
Address S. Esquihel, Mineral Hill,
SPOON
IT 'S
gases. The fields are now worked
ing in reference to the new Princeton take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
PROCLAMATION
N. M.
GENUINE WM.
Graduate college, of which one of the
for petroleum, which differs from the
MODERN WOODMEN "OF AMERIO
WHITELAW REID eastern article in that the heavy oils
WHEREAS, in conformity with
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl
principal Ideals Is, he says, to create IN MEMORY OF
New York, Dec. 15. A magnificent which evaporation leaves behind are Chapter No. 78 of the Laws of the
House
of Juan Benvides, I;ot Love at Woodmen ol the World hal
SONS' A A
a center of culture on American soil
STANDARD
which will supply at home the equiv- window erected in the Cathedral of of asphalt rather than paraffin. These State of New Mexico passed at the Springs, N. M.
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